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Foreword
Owing to my intemship experience in architectural design firms before I came to Netherlands, I came to
realize that good single building is important, but the overall grasp and control of a real estate
development is more significant. The studying of "Real estate development" enables me to have a broader
perspective to conduct a project. I can integrate economie, social, environmental and other aspects into
consideration, and evaluate the prospect and feasibility of a eertaio project. In order to collect more
information of real estate market, I used the summer vacation time of 2010 to visit several real estate
investment and development companies in Wuhan, including the Vanke Group which has a high share in
China's real estate market Overall, the prospects of China's real estate are good. For residential real estate
development, the companies have built a mature system from planning, applying for approve, constructing,
to marketing.
Real estate occupies a dominant position in human life. Looking back at history, architecture has evolved
from simple shelters to intelligent buildings providing more comfortableness, while at the same time also
brought many problems to the environment we are living in, for instanee the over commit of the
non-renewable resources and air pollution caused by building activities. The tension between human
being and environment facilitates the development of sustainable building design. Currently, China is
undergoing a construction boom that produces most newly built projects each year all over the world. The
large amount of construction activities is calling for a relevant sustainable strategy.
Since 1986, the Chinese government has begun the construction of sustainable communities, and has
achieved some results. Currently in China, "Sustainable development" is a very popular concept; the major
real estate development companies will emphasize the use of energy-saving technologies and ecological
landscape. Simultaneously, people began to pay more attention to their living environment. But in my
opinion, for many development projects, the sustainable element is just symbolic, rather than really
implemented. A sustainable development of community should oot only include the direct ecological index
for instanee ecological footprint, but also indirect factors should be taken into account. The residents'
desire, the urban context, long-term investment environment should also been considered.
In this study, I want to trace back to the origin of the urban, research the development of western and

Chinese cities, from which we can perceive the core value of the urban, and I will carry out a
comprehensive analysis of various factors related to sustainable development community, and try to
provide constructive advice for the Chinese people's living environment.
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Summary
Sustainable design is an important concern in the worldwide contemporary building and urban design field.
The fast growing Chinese construction activities, which used to be a reflection of the national "speed,
efficiency, benefit" strategy, is calling for a proper sustainable design principle to guide the burgeoning
market Leaming from the more mature western principles and adapt them to Chinese actual situation is a
possible metbod to establish such a principle for China. Thus this thesis's aims to research on two most
commonly used western sustainable design principles - BREEAM and LEED, and transfer "BREEAM
Communities" into a new Chinese system "Wuhan Bespoke BREEAM Communities". Finally this new
system will be tried out in Zuoling project in Wuhan.
To carry out the research, urban design history in western cities and Chinese cities are separately analyzed
and compared. The condusion that Chinese people's concern about the living environment has returned to
pursue the natural environment after the western trend leads out the following research.
Then the traditional development mode for the residential communities and commercial buildings in China,
along with the newly established eco city development mode are explained. By comparing the "Normal
community development mode" and "lndustry park development mode", and discussing the possible
requirements for future sustainable communities, the author proposes a third development mode that
satisfies these necessary requirements and emphasis on the "sustainable evaluation system".
Following that, the reason why evaluation system is significant for sustainable community development is
explained. Later, the most actual eco community evaluation systems (BREEAM, LEED and Chinese
Green Building Label System) will be introduced and conducted qualitative and quantitative comparison,
which includes covering content, rating system, drivers, and costs of certification. Finally, it is decided that
the new "Wuhan Bespoke BREEAM Communities" will be established based on the structure of UK
"BREEAM Communities" and combined with the contents of "Chinese Green Buildings Label System"
along with Wuhan local characters and regulations.
For reaching this goal, the thesis focuses on the sustainability of Chinese communities with the analysis of
"Critical Successful Factors". Firstly, the development situation of community and associated stakeholders
are introduced and a comprehensive analysis of "Environment", "Economy", and "Society" is conducted
to illustrate Chinese government's strategy for developing sustainable communities. Secondly, Wuhan's
community development situation will be described and analyzed based on the eight categories of
"BREEAM Communities" as "Climate and Energy", "Community", "Place Shaping", "Ecology and
Biodiversity", "Transport and Movement", "Resources", "Business and Economy", and "Buildings".
Finally, the author takes eight categones of "BREEAM Communities" as the framework, analyzes and
discusses the critical successful factors for Zuoling area. Consirlering Wuhan's general planning strategy
and Zuoling project developer's vision, each involved critical successful factor is judged as if it's a threat
or an advantage to the future development and will be graded accordingly. This will help to translate the
qualitative description into quantitative benchmarks for the Zuoling project.
The next step is to take UK "BREEAM Communities" as the framework and design the "Bespoke
BREEAM Communities" for Wuhan through modif)'ing each "BREEAM Communities"'s category
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according to Wuhan's actual situation. Meanwhile, the author uses the methodology of AHP (Analysis
Hierarchy Process) to analyze in a quantitative way and decide the significanee of each category. For
doing this, 5 questionnaires have been sent to Chinese ecological experts to evaluate the weighting of each
category; 40 questionnaires have been sent to 40 engineers from 8 different subjects which are related to
the 8 categories of BREEAM Communities. These 40 people decide the significanee of each category.
After collecting these data, by taking the weighted average of categories and corresponding issues, the
completed BREEAM analysis system will he established.
For the Zuoling master plan, "Bespoke BREEAM Communities" has been adopted to evaluate and analyze
the sustainability ofthe project. Aimed at each ofthe issue, the corresponding evaluation and impravement
measure has been proposed. In the end, combined with identified "BREEAM Communities" weighting,
calculate the credits obtained by Zuoling project. Meanwhile, by camparing this result to the previous
scores which is calculated on the basis of Zuoling CSFs, the gap between ideal situation and realistic
situation can he revealed. For the further development, by adjusting development vision or reallocating the
capita!, the developer can narrow the gap.
In order to realize the "Bespoke BREEAM Communities" in Zuoling project, the feasibility analysis has
been conducted in "Operational", "Legal", and "Economie". By researching on the collected materials, it
can he concluded that the use of "Bespoke BREEAM Communities" is not only feasible for Zuoling
project, but also beneficia! for the corporation ofthe stakeholders.
To integrate, this thesis is a combination of theory research and case study. The author analyzes and
impraves the "BREEAM Communities" evaluation system with the support of AHP methodology, and use
this "Bespoke BREEAM Communities" to evaluate the pilot project in Zuoling as "Very Good" in the
bench marks.
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Chapter 1.1ntroduction
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Overview of Chinese real estate market
Since the foundation of People's Republic of China in 1949, all the China land has been nationalized. In
1978, commercialization of housing was proposed in China for the first time. Then in September 1980,
Beijing Municipal Housing Commission set up the Beijing Municipal Development Corporation, which
opened the prologue of the state sponsored real estate development in China. (Jiang, Liu, & li, 2010) In
1991, the state council approved the housing reforming program within a total of 24 cities, which marks
China began to possess real estate industry along with the welfare housing distribution system. Seven
years later, after the welfare housing distribution system being totally abolished with the implementation
of "State Council's policy on further deepening the urban housing system reform to speed up housing
construction"1 in 1998, Chinese real estate industry started the explosive growth.
In the past 20 years, China's urban housing floor space has increased from 2 hiliion m2 to 120 million m2•
At the same time, the housing price also went through a fast increasing stage. For instance, the housing
price in Beijing dramatically increased from 200 CNY per square meter in 1991 to 20,000 CNY per square
meter in 201 t2. Real estate industry is becoming a more and more significant stimulus to the national
economical development. It is recorded that real estate industry provided 3.9% of China's GDP in 1997
(after the deduction of land acquisition costs), and this number increased to 10.8% in 2010. In another
report, it is pointed out that during 1997 and 2004, real estate industry's contribution rate to China's GDP
grew from 11.6% to 23 .2%. (Lu, 200 I)
To conclude, real estate industry will continue to thrive as one of the pillar industries in China in coming
decades. Along with the exiting number, it is the prosperous development of the urban and construction
related industry. However, what is impression for the first glance of Chinese community?
•
Congestion
Cities are crowded, noisy and full of traftic.
•
Extravagant
Spacious apartments are the main alternatives in real estate market, which make the average price of
housing much higher than many wage-earners can afford.
•
Repetitive construction
Many projects are just built as copies of previous ones. Developers only pursue their own benefit by
constructing quicker and more, without caring about architectural quality of the projects.
•
Not environment friendly.
Most of the buildings are not designed in an environmentally sustainable way. This is due to the fact that
developers try to avoid primary investment in every possible way. Sustainable designing is also unvalued
by the whole society.
•
Lack of bumanistic care
In recent years, the requisition of built land in the city is becoming a robbery for those who were living
there. They are always forced to leave their homeland with small compensation for moving, which is far

1

National Development<l998> 23, referred to artiele 23

2 I Euro=8 .85 CNY, Bank of China. 61h may, 2011.
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less than the amount needed to purebase a new living space.
To summarize, Chinese real estate market will face enormous ebaHenges and transformation in the future.
1.1.2 Transition

After suffering a great deal from the unsatisfying living quality, the importance of sustainable social
development is gradually realized by the whole society. Building in a sustainable way is now the appeal of
people from many fields in the society, of which the most important roles are the government, real estate
developers, and the citizens.
•
Govemment
Compared with blindly introducing funds into real estate market before, the govemment is now having
more strict supervision over developer's quality in sustainable building process. The use of land resource
is under special supervision.
•
Real estate developers
In comparison with the previous " high speed, high quantity but low quality" development mode, the
developers are now more willing to enhance their competitiveness and branding through researching on
technologkal and integrated development with a vision in the future.
•
Citizens
Owing to the transparency of expressing ideas, civic concern about their living environment is taken into
consideration by the government and developers in projects' decision-making much more than before.
1.1.3 Chance

In the era of globalization, China is actively searching for development through cooperation with other
countries and adapting new strategies for this situation. There are two main strategies for the real estate
industry:
•
Policy support
Increasing investment in infrastructural construction is a national level task. For achieving this aim,
foreign companies with qualitative ability are encouraged and granted preferential policies to enter the
Chinese construction market
•
International cooperation
Currently, China is making every effort to integrate into the international society. The government
conducts numerous conferences and forums every year to enhance the communication between dornestic
and foreign design companies. It is expected that by competing and learning from foreign experience more
ideas can be produced for the civic construction projects.

1.2Problem outline
Although the Chinese government and real estate enterprises have gradually increased the investment in
eco-city construction over years, the lack of a unified effective standard is still a big problem. It leads to
uneven quality among green buildings. And the lack of a strong conneetion among designers, developers,
investors and supervisors in a project also has a negative impact on the whole progress and quality of
buildings.
Civic responsibility of building process, which directly influences residents' daily life, should be taken
into consideration and improved as wel I. In China, requisition of built land and relocation of local people
are always processed with the strong central state power. The appeal of those aborigines is hardly
recognized and causing even worse problems in society. With more and more projects being built in
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suburban fringe area nowadays, farmers and poor people who lost land to live on becomes a group of
unemployed population. With the government's wishof showing bumanistic care to the people, how to
financially support them and involve them in the social fabric again is also a question worth studying.

1.3Problem definition and delineation
Problem definition
To solve these existing problems, the application of "BREEAM Communities" will be examined in a real
project in the city of Wuhan, China. This research concerns about the sustainable design criteria within
"BREEAM Communities" for Wuhan's community design and strengthen the local residents'
participation.
Delineation
This researchjocuses on realestale development companies and design consultant companies.
With more and more dornestic and foreign real estate companies entering the Chinese real estate market, a
frame work of sustainable strategy for constructing Chinese community can better assist their design ideas
and guide them throughout the whole building process.
This research jocuses on suburban area~ sustainable development in China
In many big cities, limited left land and expensive constructing price in urban area has lead to a stampede
to constructing new projects in suburban fringe with the help of govemmental preferential policy. lt's also
the national strategy to promote rural development. The framework's sustainable design criteria can
become a reference for how to build with sustainable insight in suburban and rural area, for the sake of
future of the cities.

1.4 Research objectives
The research objective is to learn from the general "BREEAM Communities" model and defme a specific
framework for Chinese sustainable community design process. This framework will be finally evaluated in
the community design project for the city of Wuhan.

1.5Researcb questions
Based on the problem definition and research objectives, following questions have to be investigated
progressively.
What are the characteristics of the Chinese real estate market and what is the development tendency of
Chinese urban?
What is the objective and research metbod of this essay?
What are the significant design factors for urban design in China?
What is the general real estate development mode in china?
How to design a real estate development model for the sustainable community?
How to select the most effective evaluation system for the sustainable community design in china?
What are the critical success factors for the sustainable community design in China, Wuhan and Zuoling?
How to design a Bespoke sustainable community assessment system for Zuoling project?
How to generalize this assessment system to the other areas in china?
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1.6 Research methodology
In this research paper, the two master lines are the critical success factors analysis for Zuoling area and

tailor-made design for Wuhan City Circle. For the first master line, it focuses on the qualitative analysis by
which the specific requirements for the Zuoling sustainability design will he decided. For the second
master line, it is more emphasizing the integration research. On the theory level, it will conduct a
comparison among "BREEAM", "LEED" and "Chinese Green Building Label System" in both qualitative
and quantitative way. And then together with the consulting results from the local sustainability design
experts, the Bespoke BREEAM Communities will he designed for Wuhan. Finally, the specific
requirements for local sustainability design will he combined together with the Bespoke BREEAM
Communities to design the pilot project in Zuoling.
Table 1.6 Research structure

Zuoling

Critica!
Successful
Factors

3 Star
system

As the core research for this essay is the establishment of the Bespoke BREEAM Communities and the
valuable concept for BREEAM Communities system is the flexibility and integration.
•
Qualitative analysis
Based on the investigation and analysis of the local features of Wuhan City Circle, the key factors for
evaluating the sustainability will he decided. In the next, corresponding criteria will he chosen for
covering all required issues ofthe BREEAM Communities.
•
Quantitative analysis
To decide the weighting of each category, all the criteria of each category will he enumerated in a
questionnaire, and the questionnaire will he distributed to the stakeholders. Then the judgment of each
category will he collected for measuring the weighting.

1.7Research plan
Table 1.7 Research plan
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Chapter 2. Worldwide urban development
Overview ofthe urban design:
Along with the development of the culture and technique, the people's requirements for the city is
increasing. In this chapter, the origin of the urban design will he revealed, from which, the essence of
urban design cao he leamt.

2.1 U rban design history in western countries
•
The origin of civilized societies and medieval towns
In human history, cities appeared with the division of labor and cooperation. People with different skilis
live together to exchange created life's necessities andresist attack of wild animals. (Coulbom, 1969)
Figure 2.1 a Medieval city and open suburb area

In the west, all cities are relatively small and organic until medieval time. They are designed accordingly
ups and downs in the vast landscape and actively communicated with each other.(Childe,l964) In that time,
inner city with the proteetion of city wall was much more comfortable to live in than the wild and

dangerous suburbs.
•
Emergence of industrial cities
But such difference was gradually eliminating with transportation and economy development. Capitalists
found cheap labor force and teehoical equipment an advantage to develop industry in suburb area, and
pusbed development of eities outwards. (Mumford, 1961)
The development of capitalism produced powerfut upper class, and their preferenee for the luxury lifestyle
was displayed in the Baroque style urban design typology: linear placement of streets and geometrical
layout of urban districts. (Kostof, 1993) These straight and wide streets were designed for upper class'
carriage and lifestyle. (Papayanis, 2004)
Figure 2.lb Baroque Paris
Figure 2.1c 19th century London city center
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With later the development of capitalism, such urban layout made transportation of raw materials easier
and thus was kept until the beginning of 20tb century for many big cities. Capitalism development
transformed almost every big city into industrial center between 19tb and 20tb century. (Dickinson, 1961)
Figure2.1 d A middle class estale of the
Figure 2.1 e Garden city oftomorrow
18th and early 19th centuries in London

•
Suburbanization in 18tb and 19tb century
After having suffered from the noise and polluted air in industrial cities for long, more and more people
began to live in suburb area where they can still breathe fresh air and enjoy nature. Suburb area was
growing bigger and bigger until the middle of 19tb century. (Bamett, 1988). lt seems traditional cities were
going to disappear.
•
Sustainable design in contemporary society
Fortunately, counter movement which aimed at preventing residents from swarming into suburb area and
improving the living quality in the city started. From Howard's "Garden City of Tomorrow" theory on,
many western urban designers have been trying to care for the living quality of people in the city. (Howard,
1965) Sustainable design is becoming a common idea most urban designer concern on.

2.2 Current trend
The Green City philosophy is based on the concept that plants can bring social, economie and
environmental benefits. Plants reach right to the very heart of the matter - plants are the key to our sense
ofwell being, our sense ofbelonging toa place, to being at home. They are an antidate to our increasingly
disjointed and rootless lives. Promoting more, high quality green space has the potential to bring
enrichment across business and society. (Low, 2005)

2.3 Urban design history in China
The Chinese word for "city" has two meanings: Imperial city and market In Chinese society, the central
power has long been in the domination position and cities were built around the imperial and
governmental section, which is called "Confucians Rite planning" theory. Imperial or govemmental area is
the core of a city surrounded by clearly separated residents living area, while market is not always a
necessary composition of the city. In a word, function of cities were quite split up and organized in a
confusions way, which emphasize on rates and grades.
Figure2.1f Riverside Scene at Qingming
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The gap between ordinary people's living area and imperial area were nottilled until Shang dynasty, when
business began to develop freely and different district in the city began to interseet To be harmonious with
nature was always an important planning theory, but the public forestation was at very low level.
As an ancient country with civilization, china has a long history of nature remodeling and Chinese has
endowed the buildings with cultural and philosophical meaning.
•
Confucians Rite planning theory
The Chinese ancient urban planning theory has great relevanee to the dominant
Confucian philosophy3 • Confucianism emphasizes the rite and filial piety4 •
Under the initiation of rite, all the construction activities are constrained. No
matter the planning is for capital, palace, temple or the residential buildings, all
the designs are exquisite symmetrical. The Chinese urban design also
emphasizes the axial symmetry and hypostasis, but the ideology sterns from the
theory of Confucianism which aims at maintaining the supreme power of
Feudal emperors. (Zhang & Wang,2005)
• "The harmony of man with nature" theory and "Fengshui" theory
"The harmony of man with nature" is the basic spirit of Chinese
philosophy, which means the natural environment and human living
environment can communicate and coexist in harmony. Throughout
history, Pre-Qin (21 00 BC-221 BC) is the gestation period for
"Fengshui" theory, it is prevailing during Song dynasty (960-1279),
and the proliferation period is during Ming and Qing dynasties
' (1368-1912). "Fengshui" theory was still popular in old China
(1912-1949), after the faunding of People's Republic of China, this
theory was severely rejected in public, but still used in practice.
"Fengshui" emphasize that the urban layout bas to be combined with the fortune by predicting the "good
or ill luck" of the site selection, which has a profound influence on the urban location and layout. In
ancient times, the Chinese people have quite high cognitive level for the quality of living environment.
When they were observing the environment, they also tried to transfarm the environment. Meanwhile, the
"Fengshui" theory emphasize that the urban and the architecture should "face to the south and sun", this
theory has a profound cultural background as the men believed the emperor govemed the country under
the strategy of "anthroposophy of south". The greatest impact from the "Fengshui" in Chinese architecture
design is to stimulate people to imprave the residential environment and guarantee the human health and
prosperity.
•
The application of number
In ancient china, number "3" represent "the harmony of sky, land and people", number "5" represent
3

Confucian philosophy serves Confucius (551 BC - 479 BC) as master, the Confucian theory has very important effects on china and Far East civilization.

4

This means the people have to show sufficient respect to their parents.
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"Gold, wood, water, fire and earth" or "Yin-yang and Five-element", number "9" represent "cloud nine",
implies honorable. All the theories have been applied to the urban planning, like the gate of Chang'an City
of Han Dynasty has three door opening, the Mingde gate of
Chang'an City of Tang Dynasty and Tianan gate of
Beijing bas five door opening separately. ( Zhang &
Wang,2005)
In addition, take Temple of Reaven as example, there are 12
pillars on the extemal surface which representl2 hour
periods of a dai; for the middle tier, there are 12 pillars
which represent the 12 months of a year; the 4 posts around
the inner circle represent the four seasons.
Figure 2.1 i Temple of Reaven

2.4 China's Present Urbanization movement
To the modem times, the urbanization of China has become the main point of development of the state.
The huge dornestic demand for construction provides sufficient opportunities to the designers to practice;
abundant finance and vast land enable the developers continually create landmarks for the city.
Referred to the design concept, on the one hand, indigenous designers can absorb essence from the
Chinese classica! culture, like the classica! landscape design; on the other hand, they can also integrate the
international design concept as sustainability design or western landscape design. Besides, an increasing
number of foreign designers win the bidding in china, and they bring the western idea and technique to
china real estate market.
Figure 2.lj Sustainable city Guiyang
Graph 2. Ik Shanghai

Owing to the development strategy, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen have already
approached the level of developed country, if only see city scale and degree of modemization. However,
after the thirty years of development after the "open and reform", most of the rural areas still stay in the
original situation or grow slowly. At the same time, the rapid expansion of urban also brings
unprecedented pressure to the people. The four main threats are population explosion, environment
deterioration, shortage of resources, and the slum problem.
lt is reported that now the urbanization rate of China is only 4 7.5% (up to 201 0), which means a lot of
construction work is still going to be done if it will achieve the western development degree which bas the
urbanization rate of 65%. (Li, 201 0) Recently, with the civic awareness of the importance of ecological
~ In ancien! china, one day has been divided into 12 hours.
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balance, the appeal for a sustainable city is becoming stronger. More and more sustainable design is on the
waynow.

2.5 Conciosion
The difference in cultural aspects and social development mode between Chinese and western society
leads to distinct urban development concepts in various periods. But as a whole the main city developing
process through time is still the same, which can be summarized as three stages: closely linked with
natura) environment, separated from natura) environment and reconnecting with natura) environment.
The western society, after setting up settlements in the nature, developing cities through trading and
industrialization and experiencing polluted environment brought by industrial activities, has been trying to
reconnect the living environment with nature after the completion of Industrial Revolution. Sustainable
design concept is widely accepted as the base theory for designing green cities nowadays.
While in China, the ancient theory of "live harmony with nature" and " Fengshui" has been abandoned
gradually in the city developing process that only pursues economical profit and efficiency. This makes
China facing serious problems that many western cities encountered in the previous century, the polluted
living environment. More seriously, this situation, if not changed, wiJl continue and even become worse in
the next decades.
In the undergoing fast urbanization process, China can leam from the western sustainable design
experience and also keep the cultural essence alive in urban living environment. A Chinese- oriented green
society is expected. To conclude, the stakeholders should respect the environment and return to the nature,
and integrate this concept throughout the whole process of urban development.
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Chapter 3.Development mode in China
In this chapter, the common development mode for the residential community and commercial buildings
will be introduced. Besides, the shortcomings of the development process will be researched and
combined with the sustainability design; we are going to design an innovative development process for the
sustainable community.

3.1 The general real estate development in China
For the Chinese real estate market, the development companies are mainly focused on the dwellings and
office buildings, in genera), the real estate development process in china can be divided into four steps as
following:
1. lnvestment Decision Analysis
This step is the most fundamental and important work during the whole development process. The object
of this stage is to search for the most suitable and feasible project for the real estate development company.
The main work of this step is project selection and project feasibility study. (Shi, 2007)
2. Propbase work
Propbase work is referred to the period between the

Table 3.1 Prophase work steps

investment decision analysis stage and the forma)
construction. This stage will directly decide the
overall quality and effect of the project. For this step,

2.Financing
3.Pian design for the project

the core work is separated into eight steps as in the

department

Table 3 .1. (Shi, 2007)
The "prophase work" is the most time-consuming

S.Requisition

and significant step in development cycle. Owing to
the uncontrolled factors and numerous involved staff,

6."Three supplies and one leveling", or "Seven

the developer has to grasp all the changes and prompt
the correction.
3. Construction stage ofthe project

l.Obtaining the land use approval

4.0btaining the construction from the planning
of

land,

removal,

resettlement,

compensation for requisition of land
supplies and one leveling"
7.Evaluation of the work amount and development
cost
8.1nitiative negotiation with the building contractor

In this step, all the involved planning will be
implemented into real activity. And the main work of this period is to imptement contracting, construction
organization, construction supervision, and pubtic facilities construction. (Yang, 201 0)
4. Project completion and acceptance, and brioging into service.
During the project completion and acceptance step, the developer organizes the design department,
construction department, users, supervision department, and other related department to conduct the
omnibus test. (Shi, 2007).The ultimate goal of the development project is to realize the profit, so after the
completion of the construction, the main work of the developer is to adopt effective marketing means,
promote the sales and lease ofthe buildings, return the funds and eam the profits.
Stakeholders
• Related govemment departments
Govemment departments mainly participate in the real estate development as the role of administrator. The
major objective is to improve the living environment, investment environment, satisfy the public's overall
requirement. (Yang, 201 0) Besides, the govemment departments also invest in the construction of social
housing, infrastructure or the other pubtic welfare project as the developer.
• Developer
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Developer is the investor, organizer, director, and coordinator of the real estate development project. They
participate in the whole process ofthe development. The main object ofthe developer is to provide the real
estate commodity to the society and obtain the prospective economie profit, society profit, and
environment profit (Shi, 2007)
• Building contractor
Building contractor is the significant participator during the real estate development, they organize the
staff, introduce the equipment and technique, and then conduct the project under the request of the contact.
(Shi, 2007). The building contractor is directly responsible for the quality ofthe construction.
• Financial institution
Along with the enlargement of project scale, the developer needs more funds from the different financial
institution. This tendency prompts the developer transfer from the pure commercial bank loans to
diversified financing as integrated entrust loans, REITS, IPO, Equity financing, etc.(Brueggeman & Fisher,
2003) However, it is less likely to realize the diversified financing in the short tenn. Most of the
development enterprises will meet the capital demand through traditional commercial bank loans, REIT,
and self-capital.
Transfer mode of the land use right.
Treaty
In general, the land user applies to the land management department, and then both sides will hold the
negotiation. When they reach an agreement, they will sign the contact and the land management
department will transfer the land use right. This kind of mode is mainly applied to the industrial project,
municipal pubtic welfare projects, and nonprofit project.(Jinag, Liu, & Li, 2010)
Bidding
Bidding for the transfer of land use right, means in a eertaio period, the eligible organization or individual
bid for the land use right in writing. Land bidding group audit and select the best bidder (not have to he the
highest bidder). This kind of mode is always related to the large scale or significant development plan or
project. (Jinag, Liu, & Li, 201 0)
Auction
Auction means in the public, the land owner grant open outcry, and deliver the land use right to the highest
bidder. This mode is mainly applied to the competitive real estate, such as financial industry, tourist
industry, or entertainment industry. (Wang, 2007)
To summary, the ratio of the land transferring fee in the whole real estate investment is high, and the
transfer mode of the land use right will enonnously impact the price of the land or the financing way. If
the project is manipulated by the government, the transfer mode of the land use right will take "Treaty" as
the main and "Bidding" & "Auction" as supplementary.

3.2 The basic procedures for the Industrial park6 development
The Chinese government has abundant experience for the development of high technique Industry Park as
the transition for the development of large scale comprehensive development and construction project.

6

Induslly park is a certain area which has been planned and designed for industrial facilities. The set ofthe industiy park is always to promote the

development of the local economy.
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In particular, there is a specialized development mode for the Chinese industry park. Different from
normal development process as described above, the dominant player of the development is
gaveroment instead of the private investors. Based on the gaveroment master plan of developing
economy, society, and technology, the relevant goveroment functional departments formulate
development plan for the certain industry park.
The whole process is shown as following:
Figure 3.2 Procedures for the Industrial park development
•The govemment uses the cashand surplus land as
the cap ital, then partly absorbs the capita] from the
social enterprise to in vest and incorporate the park
construction company
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• Relevant government functional departments
formulate(or commit to the company) the
construction plan ofthe industry park.

•Construct the architectmes and other facilities
inside the industry area, for instanee employee
house, residential house, tailor-made workshop,
office building, business center, entertainment
center, academie exchange center, etc.

•Obtain the commercial profit through selling and
lease.
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3.3 The real estate development of the sustainable community.
Currently, there is no fixed development process for the sustainable community.
A sustainable community is not simply the pursuit of a beautiful environment or their own prosperity, but
also for the overall coordination of the social, economie, and environmental development. A sustainable
community will include residential area, business district, and manufacturing area. Because of the large
scale and multifunctional area, the development mode for the sustainable community will he more
complicated.
3.3.1 Key factors for the real estate development ofthe sustainable community.
• Approval of the land
Unlike the site selection of lndustry Park, the scale of the sustainable community will he larger.
Accordingly, the land use will he more complicated. A series of remaval problems and workshop
reconstruction problems are ebaHenges for the developers.
• Financing way
The involved fund for the sustainable community project is more than billions of CNY, which means no
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individual organization (even the govemment) could approach the one-time investment. The feasible
metbod is to incorporate a development company to absorb the business capital and society capita!. Along
with the development and construction of the project, use the effective capital backflow to conduct second
investment
• Participants
Compared to the other real estate development projects, the design of sustainable community should
emphasize the conneetion between the community and neighborhood. The developer bas to consider more
about the impact on the economy, education, life style of the local society. As a consequence, except for
the four actors as mentioned above, the local residents and potential clients will also play an important
role.
As described in chapter 1, the urban design and urban development is always following the principle of
"Top-down", which means the municipality formulates the strategy and master plan, and then the sub level
govemment and related industry organization imptement the policies. The key participants are the
developers, govemment departments, building contractors, and financial institutions. While during the real
estate development of sustainable community, the decision process should be bidirectional. Both the
implementer and the users are significant for the development. Althougit the costomers and related field
expert have limited influence over the implementation, their opinions have been gradually taken into
account.
Table 3.3 Porticipants in traditional rea/ estale development and in development of sustainable
community.
( Municipality )

....[J....
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Stakeholder

.....[1

Municipality

)

Strategy
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Real estate
market

_ field expert
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_ development

[nvestment
Project
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Cu stomer

)

Marketing
(

Customer

To emphasize, the arrow of dotted line means the influence from customer and expert is less significant
compared to the stakeholder and municipality.
3.32 Real estate development mode for the sustainable community

As the real estate development of the sustainable community will involve more complicated factors and
more participants, an exploratory real estate development mode should he designed based on the
integration of normal Chinese real estate development process, the specific govemment industry park
construction development, and sustainable factors for the community construction.
The sustainable community is nat a "one-time development", on the contrary, along with the further
design and construction, the concrete design bas to be adjusted to better adapt to the sustainable
development of the environment. By collecting the feedback information from finishing phase, the
appropriate modification will he adopted based on the original master plan of the next phase. Through the
continuous circle, the development of each phase will be finished gradually.
Owing to the particularity of development of the sustainable community, the developers can input less
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energy into the land acquisition and financing, and the involved stakeholders of each development stage
can more focus on their own work instead of spending too much time on coordinating with the other
participants, which enable the development process more efficient.
The concrete development flow is as following:
Table 3.3 The mode for development ofsustainable community.

Incorporation:
I. Gaverrunent founds a working party to
proceed a propbase feasibility research.
2. The gaverrunent and social corporation
invest together to establish the development
company
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3.4Conclusion
This chapter focuses on the main development model of Chinese real estate market analysis, the
corresponding development process and the key participants.
In this chapter, by gradually analyzing from the ordinary real estate development, state-backed industry
park development, to currently the latest development of the sustainable communities. It can he concluded
that, the scale ofthe sustainable community development is the largest, and the development processis the
most complicated.
In order to ensure each stage can be successfully completed and well linked up to the next phase of work
in the development of the sustainable community, it is very important to introduce an efficient evaluation
system which can describe the sustainability ofthe current project. And the feedback information will help
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the stakeholders to adjust the work for the next phase.
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Chapter 4.Research analysis
As described in the previous paragraph, the green building design which is based on the sustainability
concept will become the significant factor of the development of sustainable community. As a
consequence, the choice of the green building assessment system will become a considerable part of the
research.
There are different green building assessment system around the worldjust as following:
Figure 4.0 Green building assessment system around the world

BREEAM and LEED are the two most widely recognized environmental assessment methodologies used
globally in the construction industry today. Meanwhile, the Chinese Green Building Label system has
begun to spread in China.

breeam

4.1 BREEAM

• Ristory
BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) was conceived by the
British company BRE and was for the first time used in 1990.
In order to be easily applied, BREEAM has adopted a quite transparent, open and simpte evaluation
framework. All the "assessment terms" are classified as different environment categories. Therefore,
according to the practical situation, it is possible to amend the BREEAM system. The evaluated building
will he graded for different categones according to the evaluation standards, and will he rewarded as
"pass", "good," "very good", or "excellent" with the final score it gets and certified by BRE Company.
The scheme provides both developers and planners with a dialog tooi wil/ assist them to indep endently
measure and certify the overall potential sustainabi/ity of a deve/oper's master plan proposal during the
planning stage ofthe deve/opment control process.
(BREEAM versus LEED White Paper .first published February 201 0)

• Facts and Figures:
BREEAM is the wortd's teading environmental assessment method, with 116,000 buildings certified and
714,000 buildings registered.
(BREEAM versus LEED White Paper .first published February 201 0)
There are standard BREEAM and BREEAM other buildings. The standard BREEAM schemes for bath
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UK and International assessments have a fixed set of criteria which will be assessed for all buildings,
while the weighting of each category can be changed according to the certain characteristics of each
scheme. The assessment categoTies are: Management, Health & Wellbeing, Energy, Transport, Water,
Material, Waste, Land Use & Ecology, and Pollution.
• Drivers
There are a number of drivers for BREEAM in the UK:
Legislation & Planning institutions: The Jocal planning authorities and environrnental proteetion
authorities require the BREEAM certification
Private sectors: Some real estate development companies take the BREEAM as their building standards.
Public Sectors: The public facilities have begun to adopt the minimum BREEAM rating for the
construction standards. (BREEAM versus LEED White Paper jirst published February 201 0)
• An overview of BREEAM Communities, credits and weightings
BREEAM Communities is the new BREEAM scheme, which was publisbed in 2009. This new scheme
focuses on both Multi-Residential and Mixed-Use Developments.
This scheme aims at assessing the overalt sustainability of a proposed development at the planning stage
which wiJl help the designers, developers, local planning authorities or other stakeholders to control the
process from the beginning till the completion of regionat sustainability checklist report.
(breeam@bre.co.uk)
As a pilot scheme, BREEAM Communities assessment system is more complicated and covers more
issues than BREEAM Building. (As described above)
The main categoTies of the BREEAM Communities system are "Climate & Energy", "Community",
"Place shaping", "Transport", "Resources", "Ecology", "Business", and "Buildings". (Shown in Table 4.1
a). Besides, the Table 4.1b shows the rating benchrnarks ofthe BREEAM Communities.
There are both mandatory and optional criteria for each of the category, but there is always three credits to
evaluate each ofthe criteria as "minimum", "good", or "best" .
Table 4.1a Categories ofBREEAM Communities Table 4.1 b BREEAM Communities rating benchmarks
BREEAM Communities Categories

BREEAM Communities Rating

Climate & Energy

UNCLASSIFID

<25

Cornmunity

PASS

~25

Place shaping

GOOD

~40

Transport

VERYGOOD

~55

Resources

EXCELLENT

;?;70

Ecology

OUTSTANDING

~85

%Score

Business
Buildings

The weightings of the eight categories of BREEAM Communities are set to be arnended based on the local
characteristics.

4.2 LEED
• Ristory
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The LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) was developed by the U.S. Green Building
Council (USGBC) which provides standards for environmentally sustainable constructions. LEED was
firstly found in 1993.
• Facts and Figures:
Although the LEED concept was invented just a few years ago, there were already around 400 buildings
certified by LEED, with another 3,500 buildings waiting for certification. 39% out ofthese 3500 buildings
are state and local government projects, 39% are private projects, 13% are nonprofit project and the rest 10%
are federal government programs. These projects include production workshops, conference centers and
schools, etc. These registered items spread over the United States' 50 states and nine other countries.
(BREEAM versus LEED White Paper first pub/ished February 201 0)
LEED Neighborhood Development has the extra category system, while "The other schemes" are
evaluated in the same seven categories as following:
Table 4.3 Schemes ofLEED
The other schemes
1. Suitable sites
2. Water efficiency
3. Energy and atmosphere
4. Materials and resources
5. Indoor environment quality
7. Innovation and Design process
8. Regional priority

LEED Neiglaborbood Developmeat
Smart location and linkage
Neighborhood pattem and Design
Green infrastructure and Buildings
Innovation and Design process
Regional priority Credit

• Drivers
Public: In San Francisco, Portland and Austin, Texas, all the new municipal constructions are required to
approach at least the "silver" level of LEED.
Since 2003, Los Angeles municipal authority has required all the new public buildings to achieve the
minimum level of LEED. And in recently, they intend to enhance the level to "silver'' certification.
(BREEAMversus LEED White Paper first published February 2010)
e An overview of LEED 2009 FOR NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT, credits and weightings.
LEED 2009 for Neighborhood Development has three main categoriesas "Smart Location and Linkage",
"Neighborhood Pattem and Design", and "Green Infrastructure and Buildings" for neighborhood
development. Besides, there are additional categories as "Innovation and Design Process" and "Regional
Priority Credit" which can further represent the sustainable design level of a project.
On the basis of meeting the required 12 criteria, there are 110 pointes distributed in 43 criteria, by
achieving eertaio points, the project will be evaluated in different levels as "Certified" (40-49 points),
" Silver"(S0-59 points), "Gold"(60-79 points), or "Platinum"(SO+points).
However, There is no weighting analysis in the LEED 2009, and the evaluation of each criterion is "Yes"
or "No" instead ofhierarchy.

4.3 Chinese Green Building Label system
•
History
China's Green Building Label was first carried out on June, 2006, and this is also the
first uniformed national standard. This label is separated into two parts as residential
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building standards and public building standards.
• Drivers
Central government: The Chinese government recently increases the investment to perfect the present
Chinese Green Building Labels and to implement a national work to establish a new assessment system.
• An overview of Chinese Green Building Label system, credits and weightings7
The evaluation system has two different standards: one for residential buildings and one for public (i.e.
large commercial) buildings. The chart below shows the ditTerenee in rating for residential and public
buildings:
Table 4.3 Items ofChinese Green Building Label System.

No of Residential building
items
Land Saving
9
&Outdoor
Environment
Energy Saving &
5
Energy utilization
General items

Land Saving
&Outdoor
Environment
Energy Saving &
Energy utilization

8

10

Water Saving &
Water Resource
Utilization

7

Water Saving &
Water Resource
Utilization

6

Material Saving &
Material Resource
Utilization

6

Material Saving &
Material Resource
Utilization

5

Indoor Environment
Quality

5

Indoor Environment
Quality

7

::...

..

.:.

'oF

....
--: ..-3:~~-

In total
Preferenee items

Pubtic building items

Preferenee Items

~~:~~
40
6
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43
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The only different category in both standards is the "Operating Management" and LCA8 properties, while
the number of issues in other categories is different.
Major indexes in the specific categones have been divided into control items (not shown in the chart
above), general items and preferenee items. Among them, the control items are the requisite items for
being accessed as the green building. The general items are mainly referred to the items which are difftcult
to realize or have a higher standard. And the preferenee items can represent the highest standard of the
sustainable design.
The essential condition for the certification of green building is to meet all the control items requirements
of the residential buildings or the public buildings. According to the level how the project can meet the
requirements ofthe general items and preferenee items, the green building can finally be divided into three
levels as one star, two stars, and three stars. 9
Refer to the residential building, the object should be accessed in community, but the evaluation towards a
7

Ministry of Construction ofPeople's Republic ofCbinaGB50378

1

LCA: Life Cycle Assessment

9

The specific data see the reference.
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single residential building is also acceptable. For the public building, they will he accessed in single. The
assessment of the residential buildings or the public buildings will he proceeded after one year use of the
building.

4.4 The overlaps, and the conclusions about each scheme's benefits in a China context
• Comparison between BREEAM and LEED
Characteristic of two companies
On the organizationallevel, BREEAM's founder BRE Company is an institution supported by government,
while LEEDS' founder USGBC is a national nonprofit memhership corporation.

Evaluation metlwd
In LEED system the only evaluation criterion is "pass" or "not pass", while for BREEAM, there are three
levels to evaluate project as "minimum", "good" and "best".
Weightings
BREEAM has converted points into a percentage system to judge the weights of each category, and the
value of each weight will he adjusted to fit practicailocal situation, while LEED has only one evaluation
measure for all the projects.
Process of certijication
The key ditTerenee between BREEAM and LEED is the process of certification. BREEAM has trained and
licensed assessors who will supervise the process and technica) issues covered by the scheme. For LEED,
all the statistics are he collected by design team and submitted to the US-GBC company for certification.
Transparency
One of the LEED's advantages is the transparency of the process. The data on which credits are gained
will be published, making effective comparison among participating projects possible.
•
Comparison between Chinese Green Building Label system and LEED
The American LEED system is not suitable for China. Firstly, the material consumption of China's
construction activities is also far beyond the developed countries due to technica) reason. For example, the
energy consumption of steel, cement and brick production is about 20% more than international advanced
level, while flat glass is 50% higher, and ceramic is almost two times of the international average level.
This causes Chinese buildings inherent disadvantages when applying for LEED certification. Secondly,
using LEED system in China is Jack of economical payback for project developers. Not like in USA,
where commercial projects once have earned the LEED certification can share government reward as tax
credit, charging premium etc, in China LEED certification applicants have to pay large amount of money
for BRE Company themselves. Take a single program for example, the development company need to pay
5 million CNY to consulting company for design audition and construction scheme audition, and $15,000
to 45,000 dollars to BRE as the LEED project registration fee. Meanwhile, they have to pay the design
audition fee from 0.04 to 0.045 dollars per squarefeetand construction audition fee from 0.01 to 0.015
dollars per square feet.

4.5 Conclusion:
There are no universa) standards among all the assessment systems. Consiclering about various situations
oftechnology, economy, resource, social and cultural conditions, and the evaluation system has constraints
in different countries. The assessment systems should contain evaluation factors and the quantifiable index
weights that can accord adjust to practical situation.
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Consirlering about the specific situation of china, currently there is no complete set of sustainable
community assessment system, and the involved issues of the development of sustainable community are
complicated, so a feasible sustainable community assessment system should be qualified with the
following characteristics:
Flexible
As China is a huge country, the policies, regulations, and environment situation ditfer from region to
region. The assessment system should be able to adapt to regionat situation.
Inlegrating
Except for the construction technica) index, there are some invisible elements (e.g. financing, social fabric)
which will also affect the final evaluation of the project. As a consequence, the assessment system should
be able to coordinate and balance the relations of different factors.
Explorative
The history of development of real estate in China is less than twenty years. Chinese developers are still
learning from the western experience, which means there are still some loopholes and specific problems
have to be overcome. So the assessment system should stimulate the participants to introduce more
significant factors to the system and perfect the system along with the performance of the project. The
weighting system of BREEAM is better than the LEED and Chinese Green Building Label System, which
endows the stakeholders the flexibility to arrange the criteria and adjust the weighting of a certain project.
The "Chinese Green Building Label System" is a good start for China's nascent green building. The
covered issues can represent Chinese feature and possesses reference value.
To summarize, a feasible evaluation methad for
Chinese sustainable community is to integrate the
contents of Chinese Green Building Label
System as a reference, to the structure of
BREEAM Communities which can provide a
comprehensive and scientific guidance for the
design and control of the whole project,
combined with the local regulations and policies
to design the Bespoke BREEAM Communities
for a certain area of China.
Table 4.5 Bespoke BREEAM Communities for
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Chapter S.Critical Success Factors for sustainable design
The concept of"Critical Success Factors" (CSFs) was developed by Rockart, he defines CSF as:
Those few key areas of activity in with favorable results are absolutely necessary for a particu/ar manager
to reach his or her own goals ... those limited number of areas where "things must go right"(Pinto &
Slevin, 1987).
A critical element is an accelerator or catalyst in the system. It changes many things quickly, but may also
create many unexpected and undesired side effects.
Referring to Ramasprasad and Williams' report, in this part, the CSFs method will he realized in the
following way:
1) Mission statement
2) Develop high level goals
3) Define the scope ofCSF activity
4) Collect information

5.1 Mission
The mission of the research is to conduct the integrated research under the guidance of green building
assessment system, and ensure the feasibility of the sustainable design for Chinese communities.
Figure5.1 Inlegration ofSociety, Environment, and Economy
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5.2 High level goals
The high level goal is the key factor to determine the scope of CSF criteria:
1) Use "People foremost" concept in sustainable design process and fully consider the civic
responsibility.
2) Consider about local characteristic and apply eco techniques accordingly.
3)
4)

The design should correspond with the financial planning and reasonable costs.
The sustainable design method should he generalized and further popularized.

To realize the analysis of the critical successful factors, the research will he conducted in three levels as
nationallevel, city level, and Zuoling area level.
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5.3 Define the scope of CSF activity
By convention sustainable design covers three scopes - society, environment and economy. The scope of
CSF activity should cover all the high level goals as mentioned in the previous paragraph, which are
reflected in sustainable design criteria as:
•
Society
1) Supervision and implementation system
2) Public participation
•
Environment:
1) Resources
2) Proteetion ofthe urban ecological environment
3) Public transportation
4) Communal space and Local identity
• Economy:
1) Economie strategy
2) Financing mode in real estate market
Accordingly, the involved stakeholders are government, developers, investors, and users. The role
description of each stakeholder is in the following:
•
Government:
Government is the policy maker and implementer, they will directly determine the development
orientation of China's cities, and greatly affect the real estate market trends.
•
Developers:
By interpreting the policy and market demand, the real estate developers conduct project development.
•
Investors:
Include foreign investors, dornestic investment companies, and individual investors.
•
Users:
This group of people purebase or rent departments for personal use.

5.4 Information collection
•
Society
Supervision and implementation system:
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Most of the planned new cities are located in the fringe of urban or suburban. Residents always diverse
social backgrounds, so the living environment is complicated and social contradiction is sharp. Firstly,
land in urban area belongs to the central state, while collective ownership10 of rural land permits more
flexible usage, so the local people have the right to use part of the land without paying the land
transferring fee. (Gu, 2003) The Jand's ownership in suburban is not so clear, so there are always disputes
on transferring of land right for construction. Secondly, the social housing provided by the government is
in shortage. Developers and investors do not devote to the building of cheap rental housing which has little
expected return and high risk. As a consequence, some ofthe local people live in poor hygiene condition.
Public participation:
Currently pubtic participation in urban development process is very rare. As Zhang Ping states in the
passage ((From nation standard to pubtic standard)) , "The national willing has been overstepping people's
appeal in urban development process for long." However, with Chinese economy's fast transformation
from state-owned economy to market-oriented economy, public appeals will surely be taken more and
more consideration within project process.
•
Environment
Resources and energy:
Since the early 1990s, China's energy consumption has been growing in linear along with economie
growth. Before 2002, energy consumption growth is far below the economie growth. Since 2003, the gap
between energy consumption growth rate and economie growth rate is gradually becoming smaller. In
2003 and 2004, both the energy consumption and economie growth rate excess of 15%, flat to GDP
growth rate. It shows China's energy efficiency has improved, and the energy contribution is increasing.
(Zhao&Song, 2010)
Environmental protection:
Heat island effect and green house effect caused by the built environment are two major killers of urban
ecological balance. They produce exceptional high temperature in the city and have a negative influence
on the global elimate change. There should be strict urban design regulation on related influential aspects.
(Qi & Dong, 2003)
Pubtic transportation:
There is never a clear division between bicycle path and motorway on Chinese streets. With more cars
used as private vehicles in Chinese cities, crowded streets are becoming a more dangerous space for
cyclers. This situation calls fora reformation ofstreet pattern.(Duan, Wu, Deng, Jiang, Wang, 2010)
Communal space and Local identity:
Figure 5.4b Wuhan Zisongfenglin shangcheng
Figure 5.4a Shanghai zhongyuan liangwan cheng

10

Ownership of Rural Colleelive Land is vague in China. In practice, the township colleelive economie organizations and even some govemment officials

have become the virtual dominators of colleelive land.
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As many projects are just fake copies of previous ones or even foreign examples(as shown above), local
character is missing in projeet's quality. Along with the strengthening of people's appealing and more
public participation in projects, this problem is gaining more attention.
• Economy
The economie strategy for sustainable community:
The program of "National Sustainable Communities" was launched in 1986 by the Ministry of Science
and Technology in conjunction with the State Development Planning Commission and other gaveroment
agencies. lt aims at building up local capacities and exploring different mechanisms and models for
sustainable development. 11
Figure 5.4 Distributions ofNational Local Pilot Areasjor Sustainable Development in China

~

t:t::J
For further information about the "National Sustainable Communities" referring to the Appendix 5.4
Financing mode for the real estate development:
Real estate ioclustry plays a prominent role in macroeconomic, affecting national overall economie
development, contributing enormously to local gaveroment fmancial. Since 1990s, with the accelerate
development of globalization of capita} markets and China's accession to WTO, China has been more
integrated into the wave of real estate globalization. In China, the real estate industry has been a long time
separated from the finance. The financial intermediation is primarily relied on commercial bank credit
funds. Therefore, the developers aften face with difficulty a funding shortage or funds lag. In China, 60%
of the land acquisition and real estate development funds are directly or indirectly from commercial bank
loans, other financing type is rare. Public financing is less than 0.5%, and bond financing is less than
0.01%. Take Shanghai real estate market as example, in 2007, more than 55% ofthe real estate investment
is from the bank loan. At the same time, the proportion ofthe enterprise's self-capital is too low. In 2003
and 2004, the enterprise self-capital is accounted for 12.68%, in late 2005, the proportion increased to
15.5%, but still far bebind the state's requirement as 35%. In 2007, the ratio of enterprise's self-capital is
in ascension, but failed to break 20%. (Hu, Wang & Shi, 201 0). At the same time, along with the personal
income increase and the abolition of welfare housing distribution system, more residents began to invest in
dwellings. The demand of commercial houses and affordable housing increased substantially. The
proportion of individuals purebase has increased to 90.5%, which makes housing loans to individual s
grew faster than the real estate development loans. In this context, the capital souree for commercial real
estate is from indirect financing to direct financing. And REITs (Real Estate Investment Trusts) will play a
crucial role in the change. (Shi & He, 2009).
11

The Administrative center for China's Agenda 21. http://www.acca2l .org.cn/locaVindex.htrn The enumeration of the sustainable communities is

referred to Appendix 5.4
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5.5 CSFs for W uhan city circle
Historically, Wuhan has twice become the capita) of "Republic of China". Currently, Wuhan is the capita)
of Hubei Province and China's largest city in central area. The world's third longest river-Yangtze River
and its tributary-Han River run through urban areasof Wuhan, which divide Wuhan into three towns as
Wuchang, Hankou and Hanyang. The population of Wuhan is 9.79 million, and the area is 8.494 km2 • Up
to the end of 2009, the urbanization proportion of Hubei province has approached to 46%, teading the list
of six provinces of central China. In addition, the urbanization ratio of Wuhan is the highest in China,
which approached to 100%. 12(The location ofWuhan is referred to Appendix 5.5)
Figure 5.5 Bird view ofWuhan

5.5.1 Climate and Energy
Heat island effect:
Wuhan is one of the hottest cities in China, especially during summer season. Owing to the special
geographical location, the elimate of Wuhan is damp and sultry. And because of locating in the fourth
wind level, natura) ventilation of this area is not sufficient. In order to provide a suitable living
environment, it is significant to control the urban heat island effect by coordinating the building cooling
and ventilation system.
Energy use:
Wuhan and the neighboring region have a subtropical contioental climate. Summer is long and hot, while
winter is freezing, which makes the central heating and cooling system significant for people's daily life.
According to the local policy, central heating is the top priority on building energy efficiency issues.
Consirlering about the location advantage, it is rational to make use of ground souree heat pump. 13
Ecological balance:
Along with the disappearance of lakes, residents in Wuhan and surrounding area have suffered from many
natura) disasters for the past few years: drought, flood, and debris flow. Thus controlling lake capacity
becomes local authorities' top priority in the coming years, which will help to rnaintaio the ecological
balance of the region. At the same time, all the dams along the Yangzi River and Hanjiang River need to
be consolidated to resist more frequent and serious flooding and other natural disasters. In order to reduce
water and soil loss, the forest coverage will rise to 28% in the coming 5 years. i In addition, the
municipality should not only enhance forest coverage in rural, but also increase the per capita green area in
urban area.

12 (China's urbanization rate status report 2006»
13 Department ofHousing and Urban-Rural Development ofHubei Province
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S.S.2Community

Context:
Wuhan is a city rich in cultural history. It is a challenge to combine the historical elements with modern
urbanization. The current situation is that most of the houses are dissociated from the contemporary
context: some ofthe traditional architecture are lack ofrepair; some ofthem have been totally demolished
Figure 5.6.2 aXianan Fang, Wuhan

Neighborhood:
Since the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949, community culture has been closely
connected with communist culture. The community is a small society, facilitated with school, hospital and
shops. Residents are not just neighbors, but also colleagues, friends and relatives. Traditional state-owned
community has gradually disintegrated along with the privatization ofhousing, but part ofthe lifestyle has
been preserved. Take for example, all the communities have been enclosed with the fence and guarded by
professional security service. And the appearance of the "owners' committee" can he viewed as the
continuation and transformation ofthe traditional "residents' committee".
Figure 5.6.2 b Neighborhood activities
Figure 5.6.2 c Neighborhood activities

Vacancy:
According to the prevailing international practices, the vacancy rate in commercial housing should be
5%-10%. When the vacancy rate of commercial housing is more than 20%, the corresponding area will he
14
But the sample survey displays: the occupancy rate of the
identified as serious backlog zone.
commercial residential buildings in suburban Wuhan is less than 30%. According to the Wuhan city
residential property management regulations, only when the occupancy rate is more than 50% the owner's
committee can he established. As a consequence, many communities do nothave the owner's committee to
14

Chutian Golden Newspaper 5111 August, 2010
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guarantee the residents' interestand security. Soit is a giant challenge for the developer and local authority
to control the housing vacancy and stimulate the residents to involve into the community activities.

5.5.3 Place shaping
Urban quality vision of Wuhan:
After the 1990s, Wuhan has been developing as an open, multifunctional and investment environment
friendly modern city. Currently, Wuhan's urban plan strategy emphasizes on improving the transportation,
commercial, cultural, tourism, civil system and protecting the city's ecological character as lying beside
the Yangtze River.
Morphological vision of Sustainable Wuhan:
The municipality of Wuhan proposed "Numerous center group" mode for future sustainable development,
namely integrating various green space with the two rivers Yangtze River and Han River to form circular
radial green system. This is compatible to Wuhan city's grouping morphological vision.
Urban layout ofWuhan and potential problems:
Wuhan city's urban planning morphology is a ring structure- seven counties and four towns are laid
around the city of Wuhan as satellite cities. However, the ecological green space between the core of
Wuhan and satellite cities are always destroyed by the fast developing conneetion between Wuhan and
surrounding satellite cities.

5.5.4 Ecology and Biodiversity
World-famous Three Gorges Reservoir and Danjiangkou reservoir are also located in this province, the
water resource of the area is abundant. However, after the "North Water Diversion Project'' 15 , 23 fish
spawning ground had been destroyed. Preliminary estimates, the fish resources has reduced more than 113,
the natura! fish production has reduced 60%. A long with the decrease of Hanjiang River water capacity,
the water contamination wiJl deteriorate. Meanwhile, owing to the decrease of the water flow, downstream
water temperature wiJl drop; the fishand other living beings that eat algae will decrease accordingly. As a
consequence, the biodegradability of the water will descend. Besides, the loss of soil leads to the
unbalance of ecology. In recent years, the drought, flood, and debris flow happen more frequently.

5.5.5 Transport & Movement
Public transportation:
The public transportation system of Wuhan is sufficient-Yangtze River Bridge, Tunnels under the river,
the metro(to be built), high speed rail, bus, ferry, highway, all contribute to a well-rounded transportation
system for Wuhan. However, the bus travel rate in Wuhan is just 23.4%16, while in Beijing and Shanghai
the rate is more than 30%. In some developed country the data is even more than 60%. The public
transportation system of Wuhan does not have good bubs or plenty station, drive and parking does not
fulfill the rules, the driver can change the route, and there is not advantage for transferring. Furthermore,
the travelers like to eat the breakfast inside the bus. The entire phenomenon makes the bus travel imperfect
to the residents.
As Standing Committee of the Municipal Party Committee, Deputy Mayor Yuan Shanla states that in the
coming five years, the Wuhan municipality will invest 100 hiliion CNY17, to establish 200 kilo meters of
rail transit. A green transportation system aimed at "quick and safe, fair and orderly, high efficiency and
15

North Water Diversion Project

16

This means 23.4% ofthe passages choose bus as the

17

I CNY=O.I15929577 EURO, BANKOF CHINA, 25t11 ,September, 2011
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low energy, comfortable and environment friendly" is expected to set up. According to the master plan,
there will be 280 kilometers of rail transit network in 2020. Besides, the multilevel public transportation
network will take bus rapid transit as the mainstay, normal bus transit as the foundation. On schedule, the
public transportation travel of the central city will be more than 35%; the average travel time of more than
95% of the residents who are living in the urban development zones will spend less than 50 minutes on the
road.
Furthermore, a large amount of money has been invested into the infrastructure construction. How to
effectively use the facilities and how to implement the maintenance of the facilities are significant
questions to be solved. Along with the development of the transportation mode, traftic problems, parking
problems, and traffic accidents problems also need to be solved.
The traditional green public transportation is called "Numbness" 18 • Wuhan people prefer the convenient
and cheap transportation mode; the modem technique should help the residents to return to the traditional
green life style. The municipality should popularize the use of bicycles and allocate special bike lanes for
cyclists in urban areas.
Figure 5.5.5 a " Numbness"

5.5.6 Resources
In March, 2010,the vice minister ofMinistry ofHousing and Urban-Rural Development revealed in the 6th
International Conference on Green and Energy-Efficient Building &New Technologies and Products Expo,
"China produce 2 hiliion m2 new residential buildings, which gohbles up more than 40% of the world's
cement and steel, and the average life expectancy of the construction is 30 years. Such short-lived
buildings will produce hundreds of million tons of construction waste, which bring tremendous
environmental threat to China and the world At present, the construction waste account for 30%-40% of
the urban garbage. " 19
The object of the Hubei province's " 12th five year plan" on building energy efficiency is: Residential
buildings in Wuhan city circle implement the standard of conserving energy by 65%; develop more than
1.5 million m2 green buildings, applying renewable energy to more than 5 million m2 buildings; the use of
new wall materials should occupy more than 77% of the wall rnaterials, the utility ratio of new wall
materials in town should be more than 85%, the supply of bulk cernent is 43 rnillion ton, pre-mixed
concrete 35rnillion m3, and ready-mixed mortar 100 thousand ton.
Besides, there is a tremendoos amount of construction waste in the city, it is a challenge for the
rnunicipality to deal with the matenals use efficiency.

18

"Numbness" is the tricycle, which has been forbidden operation since 2003 in Wuhan.

19

World Business Report. 6th April.20 I 0
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5.5.7 Business and Economy
Wuhan has a typical dual economie structure: the coexisting of numerous State-owned enterprises and
private enterprises. The State-owned economy proportion is high. The rural industry is not developed. The
agriculture industrialization is laggard, and the income of farmers is low. Meanwhile, the private economy
is not developed, and the market driving is not strong either. Although the urbanization of Hubei is already
43.7%, the industries hollow ofthe town is serious, and the industrialization ofthe rural areasis far bebind
the town.
As a consequence, it is significant for Wuhan surrounding areas and towns to develop the township
enterprises, fish breeding and poultry raising, agricultural and sideline products processing industry,
farming and business integration path, to enlarge and diverse the economical structure of the small towns.
The authority has to speed up the pace of construction of small towns and develop the township enterprise,
poultry raising, agricultural and sideline products processing industry, enlarge the structure of the small
towns.
The Wuhan municipality devote themselves to establish a conservation-minded society and water-saving
enterprises. Meanwhile, along with the decrease of water resource and water capacity, the water cost will
increase and the water waste industry will he restrained, this tendency will force the small enterprises
which are located along the rivers to adopt advanced water-saving technology.
Based on the Wuhan city circle, taking Wuhan as the central core, the regionat strategy is to let the urban
area focus on hi-tech industry and capital concentrated industry, and the small towns on "low, small,
centered, distributed, light" labor intensive industry. At the same time, it's also the goal to develop
ecological agriculture, ecological industry, ecological tourism, and ecological town construction.
5.5.8 Building
Control the use of construction material:
The vice minister of Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development revealed, "China provides the
most construction in the world yearly, nevertheless, the average /ife expectancy of the buildings are just
25-30 years. The data displayed, the average /ife expectancy of USA buildiligs are 74 years, and the
average life expectancy ofBritish buildings are 132 years. •'2o
Strengthen central heating:
Central heating is implemented only in some communities in Wuhan; the rate in towns is even lower.
Reduce building energy consumption:
Within 5 years, the govemment will focus on the construction project with low energy consumption, low
pollution, and low emission. The design style will highlight the economy and society development of
Wuhan, and also emphasize the features of the elimate and the environment. As the deputy chief architect
of CSADe1states, according to the elimate characteristics of Hubei buildings should face north or south,
and bottorn of the buildings should he elevated. Solar energy system and rainwater recycling system
should also he applied in the buildings.
Avoid "Image Project":
Along with the large scale real estate development, many developers are flocking in constructing the
landmarks of the area. However, for the sustainable development of a community, the developer and the
local municipality should explore the features of the area, and represent the style and context of a city.

20
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CENTRAL-SOUTH ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN INSTITUTE, located in Wuhan, Hubei.
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5.6 CSFs for Zuoling
Zuoling is situated at the eastern border of Wuhan, which belongs to " Wuhan East Lake High-Tech
Development Zone.' Currently, Zuoling is a subarea which is located in the edge of Wuhan city. Inside this
area, there are chemica} plants and distributed civilian buildings. The current population of Zuoling is
25.000 and the area is 30km2 •
Figure 5.6 Location ofWuhan and Zuoling area
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By combining the current situation and the strategy for the future, the critical successful factors will he
chosen and defined as positive, neutral, or negative to the Zuoling project.

5.6.1 Climate and Energy
• Water management:
In recent years, Wuhan has experienced many floods. The frequent disasters reveal that ecological
resources of upper Yangzi River have been severely damaged and the protective measures are not
sufficient. In order to resist the flood, Zuoling project should try as much as possible to preserve the
original land which can help to strengthen the storage capability; besides, to develop a perfect water
treatment system, which can ensure to quickly split-flow the surface water is also important. As for the
hydraulic facilities, it is important to strengthen the construction and maintenance of dyke. At the same
time, flood control is always a highlight is the Wuhan municipality's strategy, so efficient water treatment
measures will he designed and implemented in the coming years. Inside the Zuoling region, there are
many lakes and rivers. By connecting all the water regions, the ecology system can he integrated and the
water holding capacity of the land can he strengthened. ü In addition, the abundant green space can help
to absorb the surface water as well.
To conclude, although facing many challenges, this factor is still positive to the future ofthe project.
• Urban Heat Island: 22
Zuoling area has superior natura) conditions, rich natura) landscape resources, large tracts and wetland and
a variety of ecological activities. The natural characteristics enable the area to use the micro-elimate to
eliminate the heat island phenomenon.
As a consequence, this factor is an obvious positive factor to this project.
• Energy management:
Currently, most of the local people are using the traditional fossil energy which is energy wasted and
unfriendly to natural environment. For the strategy of this project, ensure certain percentage of buildings
22

Urban heat island refers to the phenomenon that the urban temperature is higher than the country temperature.
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in the development will he fitted with the renewable energy as active solar devices or biomass energy. And
part of the Community internat traffic should use the fuel-cell which can reduce the emission of C02• To
conclude, although the current energy management situation is grim, in the background of popularity of
clean and efficient energy, the energy management in Zuoling will have a massive improvement.
In conclusion, this factor is neutral to the Zuoling project.
• Facilities:
Inside Zuoling area, most of the buildings and plants are located in the decentralized villages, which lead
to the chaotic management ofthe public facilities. Without a unified service institution, the maintenance of
the facilities is difficult to he guaranteed.
This status makes "facilities" quite a negative factor to the project.
5.6.2Comm unity
• Humanized design:
Inclusive design is always hard to he realized in the real estate project. Most of the existing houses are
private houses. So the housebolders built the construction based on their own demand without consirlering
of the public environment. But for the new master plan of Zuoling area, the various aspects of the people's
need will he considered and integrated. The gap between the rich and poor is a serious social problem,
how to alleviate the social contradiction must he considered into the design of the community. A suitable
proportioned social housing should he provided in Zuoling project, and eosure that the quality of the
housing can reach at the level of least. Meanwhile, the social housing should he uniforrnly distributed in
the whole community; it is not humanistictoset a special neighborhood (slum) for the low iocome people.
In Zuoling project, developers will eosure the interest ofthe present residents that after the finishing ofthe
project the original 25,000 residents will he granted basic living allowance and employment security. At
the same time, the stakeholders will pay close attention to the basic needs of the people, along with the
design and constructing of the project. Consultation from each group of participants and potenrial final
users should he integrated into the design.
To conclude, this factor for the project is neutraL
• Management and operation:
Currently, the residential buildings and factories beloog to private holders. So the users pay more attention
totheir own interest instead ofthe environment's sustainability. For further development, the construction
of ancillary facility should keep in step with the construction of the main buildings. It is significant to
eosure the convenience ofthe residents' daily life and to promote sustainable lifestyle. How to establish a
service institution to manage and supervise the community is a big challenge for this project.
To summary, this factor will he negative for the project.
5.6.3 Place shaping
• Effective u se of land
Within the planning scope, most area is farmland or wasteland. And a few lands have been developed into
village construction land and industrial land. The strategy of this project is to keep the original geography
and land features, adapt to the topography. Besides, in order to high efficiently use the existing site, a
master plan will he designed out to reset the construction land and try to minimize the impact on the
natural environment.
To conclude, all these issues make the factor positive to this Zuoling project.
• Design process:
According to the initial plan, all the existing constructions will he demolished, which endows the
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designers plenty of creative space. With the cooperation of both dornestic engineers and foreign designers,
the stakeholders have the ambition to build a sustainable community with fantastic landscape and high
quality of life.
To conclude, this factor is positive for the Zuoling project.
• Open space:
Owing to the massive existing green area, it allows the designers good chances to set plenty of pubtic
green for the residents.
In summary, this factor is positive for the project.
• Inclusive communities:
In the Zuoling area, the existing 25,000 residents have to he reset appropriately. Furthermore, in the
coming years, there will he more than 20,000 people who are going to work and live here. Although facing
the problem of a shortage of funds, the stakeholders have the ambition to provide a certain proportion of
qualified social housing for the people.
To summary, all these issues make this factor neutral to the project.
• Form of development:
For long-term consideration, security is a significant factor for the community. It is inevitable for the
stakeholders to propose an efficient security planning to convince the users. In addition, out of the
economie factors, the Chinese building frontages is always designed to he open and dynamic to the public.
In the Zuoling project, this design principle will he certainly preserved. As a consequence, this factor for
the project will he quite positive. However, the side effect of the design tradition is that some of the
building frontages face onto the interlor of the neighborhood, so the commercial activity wiJl impact the
residents' daily life. In this project, the stakeholders have the ambition to avoid this situation and
determine to provide an undisturbed living environment for the residents.
Figure5.7.3 a Buildingfrontages
Figure 5.7.3 b. Security Guard

By realizing this, the judgment for "Defensible spaces" will he neutraL
5.6.4 Ecology and Biodiversity Section
• The biodiversity protection:
The biodiversity proteetion is a significant factor in Zuoling area. Dislike the urban area, the existing
species are abundant and locally featured. It is important to reserve certain land for protecting local
animals and plants. The animal corridor should he designed in certain location, the waterfront plants
should he preserved and some precious trees should he preserved or transplanted to a similar area inside
Zuoling region. However, during the actual project, it is difficult to conduct sufficient work to investigate
and formulate a master plan for the biodiversity protection.
For the Zuoling project, although there is challenge for improving the ecological environment, the
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stakeholders haveastrong detennination toproteet the natura! environment, so this factor will he defined
as neutral to the project.
• Native flora
Aimed at the local ecology characters and the needs of life, the investors will appropriately introduce the
aquaculture, poultry, and commercial crops, optimize the ecology chain. These invasive species will
certainly bring some unpredicted impact.
By realizing this, the factor should be negative for the Zuoling project.

5.6.5 Transport & Movement
• Network: Location and availability:
The setting of the trafile network has always been regarded as important, especially in this project.
According to the strategy, a eertaio proportion of the residents will work and live simultaneously in
Zuoling. Therefore, the arrangement of the network and the accessibility of the traffic nodes are quite
significant. In addition, it should be noticed that the outbound traffic of Zuoling Eco Valley is convenient
since the two fast roads pass through the area. The railway and waterway transportation system will be
improved in the future according to the municipality's strategy.
To integrate all the involved issues, this factor should be positive to the project.
• Facilities :
The design and maintenance of the traffic facilities has always been ignored by the developers. For the
Zuoling area, the existing traffic network will be replaced by the new master plan. And the stakeholders
have the ambition to introduce the recycling network to this project. Owing to the lack of management
experience, how to set up the facilities and how to rnaintaio them will become a challenge for the
developers.
For the above reason, this factor will be negative for the project.
• Local amenities:
The existing amenity network is lacking management and oot integrated to the traffic network. In order to
attract new residents and eosure the convenience of their daily life, a considerable distribution of the
amenities should be designed in the new master plan of Zuoling.
With the stakeholders' concern and the potential customers' requirements, this factor will be positive to the
project.
• Control of car use:
Zuoling is a protected natura! area; the organic geographic condition enables the designers to create traffic
system and parking network which enforce the people to reduce the use of automobiles. Nevertheless,
owing to the state's encouragement policies, the ownership of vehicles is increasing.
To integrate the two sides, it cao be concluded that the factor is neutral to the Zuoling project.
• Home zones:
"Home zones" is oot a new concept for the Chinese neighborhood. For a long time the stakeholders have
concerned about the community security and effectively avoid mixed traffic. In some communities,
except for some flexible parking or fire access on the ground, the residential area is unreachable for the
vehicles. For this Zuoling project, in order to provide a safe and open environment for the residents to get
in touch with community landscape and nature, the stakeholders have a strong ambition to separate the
people from the vehicles. Nevertheless, in some eertaio high density area, it is difficult to guarantee plenty
of home zones for all the residents.
By realizing this, the factor should be neutral to the project.
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5.6.6 Resources
• The use of materials:
Most of the existing buildings in Zuoling area will be demolished; the remains of the material cao be
reused for road construction or as foundation for new buildings. Besides, some natura) matenals (e.g. clay,
sand, or stone from river) from the site cao be used. In addition, the building materials supply is sufticient
in Wuhan and circumjacent area, which eosure the transportation cost ofthe materials.
Owing to these advantages, this factor is positive to the project.
• Waste treatment:
In general, the living water from the community will be collected and transported toa centralized waste
disposal plant or land filling site. The on-site composting or other water treatment requires specialized
facilities and stricter site design planning. There is oot plenty of dornestic precedent for the designers to
use for reference.
To summary, this factor will be negative for the Zuoling project.
• Water resources:
The naturallakes within the area cao be connected to each other. The abundant water resource is one of the
biggest advantages in Zuoling area. The developers have the ambition to establish renewable water
systems and raiowater collection systems to eosure that eertaio proportion of the workers cao use the
drinking water, and most of the dornestic water cao be provided from Zuoling area itself. Meanwhile, the
local water treatment institution will participate in the project to eosure that the development on site does
no negative impact upon local groundwater or ecological system.
All the effective measures will eosure this factor positive to the project.
5.6.7 Business and Economy
• Business Priority:
Opto-electronics23 has been specified as the teading industry of Zuoling area. The government intend to
coordinate the balance between the centered enterprises and existed small and medium-sized private
enterprises, to make sure that the related tertiary industry cao develop normally combined with the local
characteristics, and to develop the ecological tourism. Introduce sufticient initial capital and follow-up
funding into this project, eosure the enterprises cao be operated normally and the efficient maintenance of
the supporting facilities.
To conclude, this factor should be positive to the Zuoling project.
• Laborand employment
More than 65% of the workers who work in the industry park will live in the Zuoling region. As a
consequence, the operation situation of the enterprise will have an enormous influence on the living level
ofthe residents. Meanwhile, through the proper technica) training, the local and surrounding residents cao
be employed at the enterprise, which cao strengthen local employment and improve the educational
background of the people. Nevertheless, the stakeholders caooot guarantee all the local residents would be
provided with proper jobs; furthermore, the negative effect to local small business is hard to predict.
To summarize, this factor for the Zuoling project is neutraL
5.6.8 Building
• Sustainable design for dornestic buildings
Because Zuoling project will be designed as a sustainable community, it is a good chance for the designers
23

The microelectronics industry which takes silicon as raw matenals
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to try some new arrangement and integrate the green building ideology into the buildings. Nevertheless, a
certain proportion of the residential building will be designed as social housing, owing to the economie
factors, this kind of blocks will not be high class qualified.
To summary, this factor is neutral to the project.
• Sustainable design for non-domestic buildings
In this project, the certain area wiJl be set aside for designing the industry park and research &
development. The plenty of funds and space enable the designers to create high class buildings and
landmark. However, some of the plants or office buildings are assigned to the certain investors or
incorporations. Out of the economie factors, the stakeholders will try to control the cost of the buildings
which possibly reduce the quality ofthe buildings.
When consirlering opinions oftwo sides, this factor should be neutral to the Zuoling area.
To integrate, the evaluation ofthe critica) successful factors (positive, neutral, or negative) for Zuoling will
determine how many score the Zuoling pilot project is supposed to obtain in the BREEAM Communities
evaluation system. The scale of marks will be described in details in the next chapter. The correlated CSFs
for Zuoling project have been shown in theTable 5.6.
Table5.6 The definition ofthe CSFsfor Zuoling

Energy management

Cllmate
CommuniCy

Inclusive
Connmulities

Place shaplng
Ecology BlodlversiCy

Fonnof
dolvelopu~ent

Native flora
Control of car

Transport & Movement

Homezones

use

Resources
Business an1l Economy

Bunding

- Positive

'---

_.INeutt:ll

..__ _.INegalive

5.7 Conciosion
This chapter discuss about the critical successful factors on national level, urban level, and area level. By
analyzing the urban development situation in China, Wuhan, and Zuoling, the CSFs can be represented in
hierarchy. As described above, the CSFs can be either a chance or a challenge for the Zuoling program
development. By realizing the objective condition of Zuoling area and Chinese environment, the
stakeholders can set reasonable expectation for the master plan of the project. In particular, the designers
and planners should maximum the advantage of the Positive CSFs; keep the characteristics of the Neutral
CSFs; efficiently avoid the negative CSFs or try to reach at the Jowest level for keeping the sustainability
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of the negative CSFs. In this chapter, the CSFs have been enumerated, described, and defined.
Furthermore, in chapter 7, the CSFs will be transformed in quantitative way to match the BREEAM
Communities system and used as the reference sample for the Zuoling master plan.
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Chapter6. Bespoke BREEAM Communities for Wuhan City
Circle
"BREEAM Communities" is designed for eertaio areas of UK. Consiclering the real situation of Wuhan
city circle, it is reasonable to integrate local regulations to the BREEAM system. In the first part of this
chapter, through combining the BREEAM Communities and ((Tentative evaluation standard for green
building of Hubei province)) 24, a bespoke system for Wuhan City Circle will be constructed. In particular,
each of the issues will be explained by answering the question "Whether the issue is mandatory or not"
and "What is the aim of this issue".25Bespoke BREEAM Communities for Wuhan should follow the
general criteria of "Local Amenities". However, if the standard of the theme misfit the Wuhan local
regulations, take the Wuhan local regulations as standard, the change from the original BRREAM
Communities will be interpreted in the "Statement'.
In Appendix 6.1a, a complete BREEAM Communities issue will be presented. In this paper, however, only
the feasibility of an issue will be discussed. Furthermore, in the second part of this chapter, the
methodology of ARP will be introduced to determine the weighting of each category. By finishing the two
steps of research, the BREEAM Communities will be transformed into a Bespoke evaluation system for
Wuhan city.
To emphasize, "Mandatory: Yes" means this issue is significant for the sustainability of a eertaio project,
so the project is required to obtain at least 1 credit in the corresponding issue; "Mandatory: No" means this
issue is not so significant for the sustainability, so the issue is optional for the project, and the project can
obtain 1, 2, 3, or 0 credits in this issue. Consiclering the specific situation of UK and China is different, the
significanee of a eertaio issue will be different in the two areas. Accordingly, the j udgment of an issue
mandatory or not will be modified based on local situation.

6.1 Design the issue for Bespoke BREEAM Communities
6.1.1 Climate and Energy(CE)
CEl-Fiood Risk Assessment (Location)
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To eosure that sites and developments take due account of flood risk, and where it is present, take
appropriate measures:
Statement:
The development should be sited and designed in accordance with the ((Fiood Control of The People's
Republic of China)) 26
CE2-Surface Water Runoff
Mandatory: Yes
24

(Tentative evaluation standard for green building ofHubei province) is modified basedon the (Chinese Green Building Label System) . (GBff 50378) ,

(Green building evaluation technology. (Trial regulation )» (Division [2007] no. 205), (Green building evaluation technology supplemental instruction
(planning and design) (Division [2008] no. 113), and

(Green building evaluation technology supplemental instruction(operation and usage) ) (Division

[2009] no. 432), combining with characteristics of climate, resources, natura! environment, economy, and culture in Hubei.
2
'

These par1S are directly quoted from the ( BREEAM Communities SD5065 Technica! Guidance Manual) , because the text content has been cited many

times, so in the following paragraphs, the quote will oot be claimed repeatedly.
26

This law was publisbed since 1• January 1998 by Standing Committee ofthe National People's Congress.
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Aim: To reduce the risk of flooding on proposed development sites and adjacent areas of land:
Statement:
Owing to the rich rainfall and dated drainage system of Wuhan, flash flooding accidents happened
frequently in this city. According to the special situation, it is necessary to change the original "No"
mandatory to "Yes".
CE3-Rainwater SUDS27
Mandatory: No
Aim: To ensure that roof space is used productively to minimize water demand and manage water mnoff
on the site.
CE4-Heat Island
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To reduce heat absorption within the development (Heat Island effect) thus reducing the incidence of
overheating and the need for powered cooling.
Statement:
Wuhan is located in the Jianghan Plain, and the summer of this area is long, hot and humid. In case the
"Heat Island" effect cannot be controlled, the community environment will be tough for the residents and
workers. For that reason, the original "No" for mandatory bas been changed into "Yes".
CE5-Energy Efficiency
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To increase the overall efficiency of the development through energy efficient design and
management.
CE6-0nsite Renewable(s)
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To promote the increased use of renewable energy sourees to reduce dependenee on fossil fuels
producing co2 emissions.
CE7-Future Renewable
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To encourage the future use of active solar technologies where they are not originally supplied.
CES-Services
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To provide easy access to site service and communications infrastructure, with minimal disroption
and need for reconstruction, and allowing for future growth in services.
CE9-Water Consumption
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To reduce the overall consumption of clean water for non-potable uses.

27

Sustainable drainage system
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6.1.2 Community(COM)
COMJ- Inclusive Design
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To create an inclusive community by eneauraging the construction of buildings that are accessible
and easily adaptable to meet the changing needs of current and future occupants.
Statement:
In consideration ofthe real situation of China, the detailed design will refer to the ((Codes for Design on
Accessibility of Urban Roads and Buildings)) 28

COM2-Consultation
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To promote community involvement in the design of the development to eosure their needs, ideas
and knowledge are taken into account to improve the quality and acceptability of the development.
Statement:
"Remove" is an unavoidable part of urbanization in China. For the sustainable community design, it is
significant to colteet the local residents' idea about the development. And the suggestions from the
residents should be synthesized into the final design and written report.
COM3-Development User Guide
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To encourage and promote sustainable a lifestyle and help with the integration into the local
community.
COM4-Management and Operation
Mandatory: No
Aim: To eosure that community facilities are maintained and the community has a sense of ownership of
them.
Statement:
The developer has to eosure tbat the construction team conducts a hand over at the appropriate stages and
the "owners' committee" 29 can participate in the management ofthe community.
6.1.3 Space shaping (PS)
PSJ-Sequential Approach
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To eosure the most effective and efficient use of land, applying a sequentia} approach.
Statement:
The detailed design should refer to the ((Regulations for gradation and classification on urban land))

30

·

PS2-Land Reuse

28

(Codes for Design on Accessibility of Urban Roads and Buildings»

is implemented since I" August, 200 I by the Ministry of Construction of China,

Chinese Ministry ofCivil Atfairs, and China Disabled People Union. The code is JGJS0-200 I.
29

Fora detailed explanation ofthis phase see pp 49, footnote 29.

30

This regulation was publisbed in 17tll December, 2001 and implemented in 111 July, 2002 by AQSIQ (Genera) Administration ofQuality Supervision,

Inspeetion and Quarantine ofthe People's Republic of China).

The code ofthis regulation is GBff 18507-2001.
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Mandatory: No
Aim: To ensure the most effective and efficient use of land.
Statement:
During the urbanization of China, it is common that land status bas a fundamental shift. According to the
China's national conditions, the assessment criteria have to change to the ((Implementation Measures of
Hubei Province Land Management)) 31

PS3-Building Reuse
Mandatory: No
Aim: To ensure effective reuse of adaptable buildings.
Statement:
A considerable ratio of the buildings in china were constructed decade years ago, which cannot meet
requirements of quality or function. During the development, a significant proportion of these buildings
should he demolished. According to the China's national conditions, the assessment criteria have to change
to the local regulations.
PS4-Landscaping
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To ensure that the character of the landscape is respected and, whenever and wherever possible,
enhanced through appropriated location and design appropriate to the local environment.
PS5-Design and Access
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To ensure that the development is accessible, aesthetically and architecturally attractive.
PS6-Green Areas
Mandatory: No
Aim: To ensure access to high quality public green space for all.
Statement:
The detailed design refers to ((Code ofurban Residential Areas Planning & Design))

32

PS7-Local Demograpbics
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To ensure that the development attracts a diverse community reflecting surrounding local
demograpbic trends and priorities.
PS8-Affordable Housing
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To prevent social inequalities and foster a socially inclusive community by promoting effective
integration of affordable housing within the development.
31

This regulation was publisbed in 13th October, 2008 by Hubei Provincial People's Congress.

32

This regulation was implemenled in I 51 April, 2002 by The People's Republic of China Ministry of Construction. The code is GB50 180-93.
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PS9-Secure by Design
Mandatory: No
Aim: To recognize and encourage the implementation of effective design measures that will reduce the
opportunity for and fear of crime on the new development.
PSJO-Active Frontages
Mandatory: No
Aim: To ensure that building frontages encourage pedestrian usage of the streets, hoping to make a place
feel more vibrant and contributing to vitality.
PSlJ-Defensible
Mandatory: No
Aim: To create defensible spaces that clearly defines public and private spaces.

6.1.4 Ecology and Biodiversity(ECO)
ECOJ-Ecological Survey
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To determine the ecological value of the habitats in and around the site in order or maintain and
enhance biodiversity and proteet existing natural habitats.
EC02-Biodiversity Action Plan
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To imprave and strengthen the ecological value ofthe site and existing habitats.
EC03-Native Flora
Mandatory: No
Aim: To ensure that the trees and shrubs that are specified contribute to the ecological value ofthe site.

6.1.5 Transportand Movement(TRA)
TRAJ-Location/Capacity
Mandatory: No
Aim: To encourage and enable the use of pubtic transport.
TRA2-Availability/Frequency
Mandatory: No
Aim: To ensure the availability of frequent and convenient public transport links to fixed pubtic transport
nodes (train, bus, tramor tube) and local centers.
TRAJ-Facilites
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To encourage more frequent use of public transport during the entire year, by having waiting areas
which are considered safe and out of the weather.
TRA4-Local Amenities
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Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To reduce any need or requirement to travel by car to essential facilities by having them within a
reasonable walking distance.

Statement:
According to Dai üi(l999), the service radius should not he more than lOOOm. Compared the standard of
UK and China, 33 for this research, the specific design should refer to Chinese standard.
TRA5-Network

Mandatory: No
Aim: To promote cycling as a real alternative to the use of private cars for shorter journeys, whilst
reducing the fear of crime34 •
TRA6-Facilities
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To promote cycling as a real alternative to the use of private cars for shorter journeys, whilst
reducing the fear of crime, by providing secure bicycle facilities at local facilities and transport nodes.
TRA 7-Car Clubs

Mandatory: No
Aim: To reduce local residents' dependency on the use and ownership of privately owned cars.
TRA8-Flexible Parking
Mandatory: No
Aim: To ensure that the development provides flexible spaces that can accommodate other uses outside the
areas of peak parking demand.
TRA9-Local Parking
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To reduce levels of car parking available as an incentive to u se public transport and other methods of
mobility and communication:
TRAJO-Home Zones

Mandatory: No
Aim: To enable residents the ability to use and enjoy space around homes whilst maintaining vehicular
access.
TRAJJ- Transport Assessment

Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To manage the impact of the development upon the existing transport infrastructure and the
community.

33

The details ofthe items can be found in appendix6.1 b.

34

Fear of crime: Owing to the chaos management of traffic network, the people wony about their life security on the road.
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6.1.6 Resources (RES)

RESJ-Low Impact
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To increase the volume of low environmental impact materials used during the construction of the
developments.

Statement:
This issue will be repeatedly evaluated in category 8 as "Building". So all the design details can be
referred to ((Tentative evaluation standard for green building ofHubei province))
RES2-Locally Soureed Materials
Mandatory: No
Aim: To increase the proportion of locally soureed materials used in the construction process.

RES3-Road Construction
Mandatory: No
Aim: To increase the proportion of locally reclaimed materials used in the construction of roads, pavement,
public spaces and car parks.
RES4-Composting
Mandatory: No
Aim: To promote increased levels of kitchen and garden/landscaping composting:
RES5-Masterplanning Strategy
Mandatory: No
Aim: To develop a sustainable water efficiency strategy at a master planning level for the whole site:
RES6-Groundwater
Mandatory: No
Aim: To ensure that the development on site does not adversely impact upon local public or private water
supply through polluting aquifers or groundwater.
6.1.7 Business and Economy (BUS)

BUSI-Business Priority Sectors
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To promote business growth within regionally prioritized sectors.

Statement:
The establishment of "Wuhan city circle" is the main strategy of Wuhan municipality. All of the new
developed area will be industry orientated. So "Business Priority Sectors" must be mandatory for the
design ofthe project, while the original choice for Mandatory is "No".
BUS2-Labor and Skilis
Mandatory: No
Aim: To ensure that the development contribute to regeneration initiatives:
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BUS3-Employment
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To create additional permanent jobs within the local area:
BUS4-New Business
Mandatory: No
Aim: That new business space should complement and enhance those businesses already in the local area:
B US5-Investment
Mandatory: No
Aim: To attract inward investment from businesses and organizations from outside the immediate area to
increase economie well being:

6.1.8 Buildings (BLD)

BLD1-Domestic35
Mandatory: Yes
Aim: To eosure that all buildings within the development are assessed under the appropriate Code for
"Tentative evaluation standard for green building ofHubei province".iv
Statement:
For "Sustainable Homes" or "EcoHomes" are used in some eertaio districts of UK, while ((Tentative
evaluation standard for green building of Hubei province)) are tailor made for Hubei, the latter is more
suitable for the local area. Furthermore, original "BREEAM Communities" criteria require all the
dornestic buildings in the community development project to achieve at least CODE 3 Stars (EcoHomes
Good). However, this standard is difficult to be met in Wuhan. Owing to the market reason and economy
reason, a eertaio percentage of the residential buildings cannot reach the high technique standard. As a
consequence, it is more feasible to change the original standard into "The average score of all the dornestic
buildings achieve at least one star"36
BLD2-Non Dornestic
Aim: To eosure that all buildings within the development are assessed under the appropriate Code for
"Tentative evaluation Standard for Green building of Hubei province".
Statement:
In BREEAM system, there are sufficient themes can be choseo to evaluate the non-domestic buildiogs37 •
However, just as stated above, these themes are designed for some eertaio areas of UK. As a consequence,
it is more feasible to change the original standard into "The average score of all the non- dornestic
buildiogs achieve at least ooe star in Wuhan"38•
In particular, the following facts oeed to be noted:
Creative issues are nat discussed in this thesis. 39
If the Bespoke BREEAM Community cao be admitted by the BRE, it is necessary to collect more local

lS

Dornestic bere refers to "Dornestic buildings".

36

This score is obtained through the assessment of (Tentative evalustion standard for green building ofHubei province) .

37

The themes of non-domestic buildings can be found in pp29.

38

This score is obtained through the assessment of (Tentative evaluation standard for green building ofHubei province) .

39

The details about eligibility criteria for innovation creditscan refer to appendix 6 .I b
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regulations and adjust some of the issues to make them suitable for local characteristics.
The evaluation of the weighting should be independent association or individual who have no direct
benefit relation to the Zuoling project.

6.2 "Analytic Hierarchy Process" (AHP) metbod for the weighting of each category
6.2.1 Introduetion of AHP
What isAHP?
AHP was developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970s.
AHP (The Analytic Hierarchy Process) is to decompose a complicated problem into component factors.
By comparing each of the two factors, the relative importallee of each factor will be decided. In the end,
integrating with the decision makers' judgment, the rank of alternative plan will be formulated.
Why choose AHP instead of the other methods?
AHP is a system analysis metbod which combines the qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. And
AHP is to express and process people's subjective judgment in form of quantities. As sustainability design
for a certain area is a complicated process which involves a significant proportion of subjective factors,
AHP is supposed to be efficient metbod which can transform the conceptual and subjective elements into
intuitive data.

6.2.2 Establishment and analysis of the Hierarchy.
The establishment of the Hierarchy is based on the structure of "BREEAM Communities", there are eight
categories ofBREEAM Communities, define all the categories40 as Cl , C2 .. . CS. The research metbod is
described as following:
Stepl: Indicator system construction
The target is design out a master plan for the sustainable development of Zuoling project. To reach at this
target, the 8 categories of BREEAM Communities as "Cl imate and Energy", "Community", "Place
shaping", "Ecology and Biodiversity", "Transport", "Resource", "Business", and "Buildings" should be
considered as well as the corresponding issues. Accordingly, the AHP decision graph can be drawn as
following:
Table6.2.2a

BREEAM Communities evaluation system
Category

Issue

Sustainable

Climate

community

Energy (CE)

standards

and

CE 1-Flood Risk Assessment
CE2-Surface Water Runoff
CE3-Rainwater SUDS
CE4-Heat Island
CE5-Energy Efficiency
CE6-0nsite Renewable
CE7-Future Renewable
CES-Services

40

The eight categones are quoted from BREEAM COMMUNITIES as "Ciimate and Energy", "Community", "Place Shaping", "Ecology and Biodiversity",

"Transport & Movement", "Resources", "Business and Economy", "Buildings".
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CE9-Water Consumption
Communities(

COMI-Inclusive Design

COM)

COM2-Consultation
COM3-Development User Guide
COM4-Management and Operation

Place Shaping

PS I-Sequentia! Approach
PS2-Land Reuse
PS3-Building Reuse
PS4-Landscaping
PS5-Design and Access
PS6-Green Areas
PS7-Local Demograproe
PS8-Affordable Housing
PS9-Secure by Design
PS 10-Active Frontages
PS 11-Defensible

Ecology

and

Biodiversity

ECOl-Ecological Survey
EC02-Biodiversity Action plan
EC03-Native Flora

Transport and

TRA 1-Location/Capacity

Movement

TRA2-Availability/Frequency
TRA3-Facilities(for public transport)
TRA4-Local Amenities
TRA5-Network
TRA6-Facilities(for cycling)
TRA 7-Car Clubs
TRA8-Flexible Parking
TRA9-Local Parking
TRAlO-Home Zones
TRA 11-Transport Assessment

Resources

RES 1-Low Impact
RES2-Locally Soureed Materials
RES3-Road Construction
RES4-Composting
RES5-Masterplanning Strategy(to develop a sustainable water
efficiency strategy)
RES6-Groundwater

Business and

BUS I-Business Priority Sectors

Economy

BUS2-Labor and Skills
BUS3-Employment
BUS4-New Business
BUS5-Investrnent

Buildings

BLDl-Domestic
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l BLD2-Non Dornestic
Step2: Construct Paired comparison matrix
Firstly consider of the category level. By comparing the significanee of factor C; and q, in the following
table, the meaning of 1-9 scale has been explained in table 6.2.2b
Table 6.2.2b Dejinition ofthe comparing sca/e
Scale

Meaning

1
3

Cornparing two factors, they have the sarne significanee
Comparing two factors, the fonner is slightly more important than the
Jatter.
Comparing two factors, the fonner is obviously more important than the
latter
Comparing two factors, the fonner is sharply more important than the
latter
Comparing two factors, the fonner is extremely more important than the
latter
The significanee is the median ofthe above
If the significanee ratio between C; and Cj is Stj, then significanee ratio
between Cj and C; is ajF I/~

5
7
9

2,4,6,8
Reciprocal

So through comparing the relative importance between the eight factors, a Paired comparison matrix can
be described as:
A=(aij) 8x8

8ij

=

au, a12, . • ,ats
a21, 82:!, . . . a2s
ast, ász, ..•. ass

8;j is the significanee ratio scale for factor C; and Cj relative to the sustainability.
One example of the Paired cornparison matrix is as following:
Table 6.6.2c Paired comparison matrix for BREEAM Communities 8 categodes
Climate&

Community

Energy

Place

Ecology&

shaping

Biodiversity

Transport

Resources

Business

Buildings

I

1n

1n

I

119

1/3

1n

liS

Community

7

1

I

113

3

113

3

Place shaping

7

1

I

s
s

113

3

I

3

Ecology&

I

liS

liS

1

1n

liS

1n

IJS

Transport

9

3

3

7

1

3

1

3

Resources

3

1/3

ll3

s

ll3

I

liS

1/3

Business

7

3

1

7

1

s

1

3

Climate &
Energy

Biodiversity
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Step 3: Calculating for relative weighting
Geometrie mean metbod

i=l,2' ··· ' n
When referring to Table 6.6.2c, n=8. And W ; represent the weighting of each factor from C 1 to C8.
With the calculation from Excel, the weighting of each factor is:m 1 : 0.0234
0.1401

(Community);

W5 : 0.2600

W 3 : 0.1602

(Transport);

(Piace shaping);W4

W6: 0.0647

(Resources);

:

0.0254

W 7 : 0.2316

(Ciimate & Energy);

m2 :

(Ecology & Biodiversity);
(Business);

W 8 : 0.0945

(Buildings)
Step4: Consistency check
In the Paired comparison matrix, when appeared a result as "Ci is more important than Cj, Cj is more
important than Ck, and Ck is more important than Ct, this situation is obviously contrary to the natural
logic. Accordingly, the weighting of each factor is less reliable.
Consistency check is to help avoid logic confusion.
The formula is as following:

C.l. = Àm..,.

n.

-

C.R.= C.I ..
R.l.

n -1

In these formula, W; and

m1

represent the weighting of each factor as calculated from the previous step;

R.I (random index) can he checked from the existing calculation results. And in this research, the Paired
comparison matrix is 8x8, so relevant R.l is 1.41(Referring to Table6.2.2c). When C.R. <0.1 , the
consistency ofthe Paired comparison matrix is acceptable. By calculating from Excel, the

À

max=8.4976,

and the Cl =8.4976-8/8-1 =0.0711 , CR=0.0711/1.4l =0.0504<0.1. This means the Paired comparison matrix
as described above is logica!.
Table6.2.2 d
R.I (Random Index)
Size of the

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

JO

11

12

13

14

15

0

0

0.52

0.89

1.12

1.26

1.36

,J.41

1.46

1.49

1.52

1.54

1.56

1.58

1.59

matrix
R.I

(Zhu,2005)
Step 5: Normalization for the issue weighting
To repeat step 2, step 3, and step 4, the category-issues level could also he calculated. Take the "Resources"
and the corresponding issues as an example, it wilt he a 6 X 6 paired comparison matrix as following:

Table 6.2.2e Paired comparison matrix of "Resources " issues
Locally
Master planning

Resources

Lowlmpact

Soureed

Road Construction

Composting

Groundwater
Strategy

materials
Low Impact

I

I

I

I

l

I
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Locally Soureed

1

1

1

I

1

1

Road Construction

1

1

1

112

I

I

Composting

1

1

2

I

2

I

I

I

I

112

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

materials

Master planning
Strategy
Groundwater

And the relative weightings ofthe 6 issues are: 0.1643(Low impact); 0.1643(Locally Soureed materials);
0.1476 (Road Construction); 0.2119 (Composting); 0.1476 (Master planning Strategy); 0.1643
(Groundwater).
Amax=6.216, C.l=6.216-6/6-1=0.0434, R.1=1.26(Referring to Table6.2.2d), C.R=0.0344<0.1 , so this paired
comparison matrix is effective.
To emphasize, for one certain category, the difference between the corresponding issues is not significant,
in order to control comparing value, the comparing scale of the corresponding issues is limited to the range
of 1/3,1/2,1, 2,and 3.
Furthermore, when referring to the "Screenshot of BREEAM Communities regionat weightings" as
following, it is clear that the relative weighting of each issue has been described as "1 ", "0.9", "0.8", "0.7",
"0.6", or "0.5''. As a consequence, the calculated data from above need to he normalized. (See Appendix
6.2c)
To standardize the relative weightings of the six issues, the linear normalization algorithm can he chosen.
(Li, Chen& Chen, 2004)
When referring to the 6 weightings ofthe Resource issues: 0.1643(Low impact); 0.1643(Locally Soureed
materials); 0.1476 (Road Construction); 0.2119 (Composting); 0.1476 (Master planning Strategy); 0.1643
(Groundwater), the 6 weightings can he defined as x~.X2 ,X3 ,X4 ,X5 ,~ respectively.
The data will he calculated in the following way:
X;'=X;I((Max1X+Max2X)/2)
{X~.X2 ,X3 ,)4,X 5 ,~} ,

Xi E

Max 1X is the maximum value of the set,

Max2X is the second maximum

value of the set. So calculating from the data of "Resource" issues as above, the Max1X=0.2119, and
Max2X=0.1643.
So the fmal calculating is as following:
Table 6.2.2f
Low impact

Locally Soureed

Road

materiaIs

Construction

Composting

Master planning

Groundwater

Strategy

xi

0.1643

0.1643

0.1476

0.2119

0.1476

0.1643

xi·

0.8734

0.8734

0.7848

1.127

0.7848

0.8734

Rounding-off

0.9

0.9

0.8

I

0.8

0.9

To emphasize, ifthe rounding-offvalue of a certain normalized value is more than 1, it will he recorded as
1. So the evaluated regional weighting of the issues of "Resources" from this interviewee is 0.9(Low
impact), 0.9(Locally Soureed materials), 0.8(Road Construction), 1(Composting), 0.8(Master planning
Strategy), and 0.9(Groundwater).

Step6:

Design questionnaire:
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In order to collect objective and valid data, this study will investigate the relevant personnel. This survey
will design two main questionnaires. Questionnaire A focus on how the ecological experts will evaluate
the significanee of the 8 categories of BREEAM Communities. Question B focus on how the engineers or
relevant personnel will evaluate the significanee ofthe issues under a certain category. Forthere are eight
categories of BREEAM Communities, so there should be eight sub-Questionnaire B, while the format of
the eight questionnaires will be the same.
Questionnaire A refers to 5 Chinese ecological experts, each of them are now working in Beijing, and
quite familiar with the "BREEAM" system. (The specific background of the five experts is in the
Appendix 6.2a)The question of this investigation is:
How do you evaluate the significanee ofthe eight categories ofBREEAM Communities?
The interviewees have to read 6.2 and understand the AHP methodology. Then they will follow the
calculating process as "stepl", '"step2", ''step3", "step4 "of 6.2.2, after the consistency check by
calculation procedure, their evaluation data will be adopted.
Questionnaire B refers to 40 engineers or relevant personnel who have career experience for a certain
category in Wuhan (The specific background of the 40 interviewees is in the Appendix 6.2d). And the 40
people are divided into 8 groups, 5 people in I group will give their evaluation of the significanee of the
issues of a certain category. So the questions of the 8 sub-Questionnaire B will be:
Questionnaire B 1: How do you evaluate the significanee ofthe 9 issues of"Ciimate and Energy"?
Background of the interviewees: The five interviewees are officers who work for Hongshan41 district
Water Authority. Because Hongshan is a district in Wuhan, and Zuoling area is located in Hongshan
district, so these five officers are familiar with the loca1 situation. In addition, they have sufticient working
experience in flood prevention and environment monitoring.
Questionnaire B 2: How do you evaluate the significanee ofthe 4issues of"Community"?
Background ofthe interviewees: The five interviewees are joumalists or editors working for the newspaper.
They care for the daily life of the Wuhan people, and they are familiar with the citizens' living situation.
This characteristic enables the five media workers ~uitable for evaluating the significanee of the issues of
the "Community".
Questionnaire B3 : How do you evaluate the significanee of the 11 issues of "Piace shaping"?
Background of the interviewees: The five interviewees are master students in urban designers. 7 years of
studying and researching enable them design and judge the city morphology in a professional way.
Questionnaire B4 : How do you evaluate the significanee ofthe 3 issues of"Ecology and Biodiversity"?
Background of the interviewees: The five interviewees are researchers or engineers who have working
experience in biodiversity proteetion or environment protection.
Questionnaire B 5 : How do you evaluate the significanee of the 11 issues of "Transport and Movement"?
Background of the interviewees: The five interviewees are transportation network planner working for the
traffic planning and design institute in Wuhan. So they have good knowledge and work experience for
41
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judging the significanee ofthe related issues in this category.
Questionnaire B6 : How do you evaluate the significanee ofthe 6 issues of"Resources"?
Background of the interviewees: The five interviewees are experts or mater students in the domain of
"Efficient use of resources".
Questionnaire B,: How do you evaluate the significanee ofthe 5 issues of"Business and Economy"?
Background of the interviewees: The five interviewees are veteran in investment analysis and risk
management in Chinese financial market.
Questionnaire B8 : How do you evaluate the significanee ofthe 2 issues of"Buildings"?
Background of the interviewees: The five interviewees are professional architect designers who have
sufficient experience in designing the community and buildings.
The 40 interviewees have to read 6.2 of chapter 6 and understand the AHP methodology. Then they will
follow the calculating process as "stepl", "step2", "step3", "step4 ", "stepS"of 6.2.2, after the test by
calculation procedure, their final evaluation data(after rounding off) will be adopted.
To emphasize, these investigations are highly quantitative and complicated, so it is impossible to design a
traditional questionnaire with a series of normal questions. Instead, the author fully considers the career
background of the interviewees, sending the whole chapter 6 and related calculation procedure to the 45
people. They are required to read the related contents of "Bespoke BREEAM Communities" as 6.1 and get
familiar with this system. They evaluate and test the data (consistency check) in individual methad as
described above by themselves. In this way, all the data they provide will be efficient and no need to be
checked again.

Step7 Data collection
Table 6.6.2c is designed by an ecological expert in China, similarly, there are 4 extra sets of data are
designed from 4 other Chinese ecological experts. (In Appendix 6.2a). And the evaluated category
weighting from each expert bas been enumerated as following:
Table 6.2.2g
Climate &

Community

Energy

Place

Ecology&

shaping

Biodiversity

Transport

Resources

Business

Buildings

OJJ

OJz

OJJ

OJ4

OJJ

0J6

OJ7

OJs

I

0.0668

0.2111

0.1294

0.0908

0.2350

0.1872

0.0589

0.0208

2

0.0842

0.2758

0.0251

0.2527

0.1285

0.2715

0.0824

0.0797

3

0.0836

0.1212

0.0416

0.0404

0.3045

0.2732

0.0338

0.1015

4

0.1268

0.0399

0.1068

0.0888

0.0411

0.2996

0.0285

0.2684

5

0.0298

0.1396

0.1597

0.0231

0.2592

0.0640

0.2307

0.0939

By comparing the five data of each category, the outlier (The grey number as shown above) will be
excluded. Then the final weighting of each category will be calculated as following:

_ l:i=t Wtj
~-l:nt=t Lm
'
i=t. wii

i= t.. ... ,n.and j = t •..• m

Table 6.2.2h
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Wij

Climate&

Community

Place

Ecology&

shaping

Biodiversity

Transport

Resources

Business

Buildings
SUM

Energy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

0.0668

0.2111

0.1294

0.0908

0.235

0.1872

0.0589

0.0797

2

0.0842

0.2758

0.0416

0.0404

0.1285

0.2715

0.0824

0.1015

3

0.0836

0.1212

0.1068

0.0888

0.3045

0.2732

0.0338

0.2684

4

0.1268

0.1396

0.1597

0.0231

0.2592

0.2996

0.0285

0.0939

Sum

0.3614

0.7477

0.4375

0.243I

0.9272

1.0315

0.2036

0.5435

Zl

Z2

Z3

Z4

Z5

Z6

Z7

Z8

8.04%

16.63%

9.73%

5.4I%

20.63%

22.95%

4.53%

12.09%

i

j

Weighting

4.4955

100%

To summary, the weightings of the eight categones are 0.0804, 0.1663, 0.0973, 0.0541, 0.2063, 0.2295,
0.0453, and 0.1209.
Table 6.2.2e is designed by a Chinese Materials engineer and 6.2.2f shows the final weighting after
normalization. Similarly, there are four extra sets of data are designed from four other Chinese Materials
engineers. And the evaluated category weighting from each engineer will he calculated as following:

Al1. =

I~

]=l

5
Table 6.2.2i

Jij

,

1.

= 1, .. , n an d J. = 1, .. , m

Resources
Section
Lowimpact

J_ij

Locally

Road

Soureed

Construction

Composting

Master

Ground water

planning

Materials

Strategy

l

2

3

4

5

6

I

I

0.9

0.8

0.9

I

0.9

2

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.7

I

3

I

0.7

I

0.8

I

0.7

4

I

0.7

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

5

0.9

0.9

0.8

I

0.9

0.8

Sum

4.8

4

4 .4

4.4

4.5

4.4

AJ

0.96

0.8

0.86

0.88

0.9

0.86

Rounding~fT

I

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

i
j

0.8

To summary, the final weightings ofResources are 1, 0.8, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, and 0.9.
In Appendix 6.2b, there are the weightings of the issues of the other seven categories, and the evaluators
are belonging in the relevant areas.
Combining with the weightings of Categones in Table6.2.2h, the weight distribution as shown in the table
below:
Climate and Energy

Flood Risk

Surface

Raiowater

Heat

Energy

Onsite

Future

0.0804

Assessment

Water

SUDS

Is land

Efficiency

Renewable

Renewable

Services

Water
Construction
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Runoff

I

0.9

Community

Inclusive

0.1663

Design

Consultation

I

09

Development

Management

UserGuide

and

I

09

I

09

I

08

Operation
0.8

0.8

l

0.9

Place

Sequentia

Land

Buildin

Landscap in

Desig

Gree

Local

Affordabl

Secure

Active

Defensibl

shaping

I

Reus

g reuse

g

n and

n

Demograpbic

e Housing

by

Frontage

eSpaces

0.0973

Approach

e

Acces

Areas

s

Desig

s

s
0.9

0.9

0.9

n

0.8

0.9

Ecology and Biodiversity

Ecological

Biodiversity

0.0541

Survey

action plan

0.9

0.9

l

0.9

0.8

0.9

0.8

0.8

Native Flora

l

Transport&

Location/Capa

Availability!Frequ

Faciliti

Loc al

Netwo

Faciliti

Car

Flexib

Loc al

Ho

Transpor

Movement

city

ency

es

Ameniti

rk

es

Clu

Ie

Parki

me

t

bs

Parkin

ng

Zon

Assessm

es

ent

0.8

0.9

0.2063

es

g
0.9

Resources Section

0.9

l

Low impact

0.2295

0.9

0.9

Locally

Road

Soureed

Construction

0.9

Composting

0.8

Business aod Economy

Business

Laborand

0.0453

Priority

Skilis

I

0.9

Building

Dornestic

Non-domestic

0.1209

0.9

0.9

0.9

Master

0.9

Ground water

planning

Materials
I

0.7

Strategy
0.9

Employment

0.9

New

0.9

0.9

Investment

Business
0.8

0.8

0.9

And the calculation of the final score will he discussed in the next chapter.

6.3 Conciosion
This chapter focuses on the interpretation and impravement of the BREEAM Communities, combining
with the analysis of CSFs from last chapter, the sketch structure of Bespoke BREEAM Communities bas
been constructed. In the next, the methodology of AHP bas been adopted to determine the significanee of
each category in a quantitative way. And the weighting graph will provide an efficient instruction to the
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master plan in next chapter.
Owing to the subjective judgment on the Paired comparison matrix, inevitable differences are existed
between the individual evaluator. Because of the different perspective and different emphasis, the intemal
logic of each evaluator will also be different and possess the subjective bias.
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Chapter 7. Pilot project design for Zuoling
The design of the pilot project is based on the master plan from Grontmij, specific to each of the design
detail, an associated BREEAM Communities issue will be quoted to state and evaluate the rationality and
efficiency. Forsome certain design plansneed modification or improvement, the constructive suggestions
will be given.

7.1 Project background
The city of Wuhan bas been designed by the Chinese government as a pilot city for the development of a
Two-Model society. resource saving and environmentally friendly. The municipal government is trying to
achieve this by several means, but first of all, it starts with low-carbon development strategy and
guidelines for designing, building and rnanaging a sustainable city.
Graph 8.1 Existing land use

Existing situation Zuoling

Lower part in Zuoling

Existing building area

Roads and railway

Table 8.1 Summary ofCurrent Land use

The map of the existing land use is an
overview of the constructed and agricultural
land, infrastructure and water. All settlements
are built on the higher parts in the landscape
as a precaution against flooding. Other maps
are analytica) maps and gives insight in the
structure of housing, rivers and lakes, and
raillroad infrastructure. As shown in the table
8.1, is the data of current land use.

_ .N..:::
am
::::e::..·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _A
:.:.:.:
re;:::~a<..::h::..:tt~a::.n.:....._....:..:~=:::.::..----,

Total oc:çupied area
Urban construçtion land

2463.72
472.5

Residentialland

273.14

Public facilities land

12.97

lndustry land

125.71

Trafficland

12.99

Square and road land

34.87

Municipal utilities land

12.71

Green land

0.36

Water area and other land

W•tetarea

1990.97

1()00/Ó

19.19%

80.81%

4S4.l9

7.2 Project target
The 30 km2 area will be transferred into a multi-functional New City, with space for living, working,
recreation, nature and infrastructure. Based on the general requirement of the long term planning of
Wuhan, three aspects for Zuoling shall be emphasized and implemented.
1. Ecological development and proteetion
2. lndustrial development, including to stop and to clean-up the contamination of the existing industries
for soil, water and air.
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3. Infrastructure construction to strengthen transport links.
The existing rural, agricultural and natural character of the area will be transfonned into a high quality,
urbanized, ecological character with predominantly high-tech industrial development or the so-called 4th
generation industries42 • These are industries like R&D, IT, biomedical, logistical, environmental, optical,
and service industries which should comply with certain standards of sustainability regarding
manufacturing process, energy provision, mobility, water and wastewater. The industry of Foxcon43n has
already been granted in the project area.
Design principle layout:
Based on the structure of the green lungs, the functions can be planned. Industry is located in the existing
industrial area. Residential areas can be realized in the south and along the Yangtze in the north. The type
of industry (large scale) is not so attractive for housing. So the designers choose for separation of
functions.
Green lungs: The existing landscape structure is the fundament for Zuoling Eco city.
Between the green lungs in the lower areas, construction can be done on the higher parts in the landscape.
Functions: The industrial cluster is located in the northem part and the residential area in the southem part
of the project area. R&D is planned in the soutb-west corner.
Connecting functions: The different areas are connected with each other by main infrastructure: metro, bus
lines. lt follows the old existing road; it is the backbone of the city. Each area has a commercial and
service center.
Figure 7.2 Design principle layout:

Green lungs

Functions

Connecting Functions

7.3 Specific program planning
7.3.1 Climate and Energy

41.

The fourth generation industry park is mainly constituted by three spheres. The core circle is the leading industry, the second circle is the supporting

industry, and the third circle is the life support industry.
43.

Foxconn Technology Group was founded in 1974, which is specialized in computer, communications, consumer electronics, digital content, auto parts,

paths and other high-tech enterprise 6C industry.
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Urban drainage: There is a clear conneetion between low areas and water. The green structure supports an
extensive sustainable urban drainage system, capturing raio water from surface run-off and the naturally
purified grey water. Around the rivers and lakes enough space will be reserved to store higher water levels.
Figure 7.3.la

Surface drainage system44

Figure 8.3.1 b Wadi system45

Figure 7.3.1c Urban drainage system

The buildings are located in the higher sea level, which enables the raio water flow to the lower area
Proteetion from jlooding: Zuoling borders the Yangtze River in the north. The dike at the Yangtze River
protects the Zuoling area from flooding. The designers hereby introduce the concept of"Climate Dike". 46
Figure7.3.ld Greenfor temporary water slorage
Figure 8.3.1e Climate Dike

Statement: By realizing themaster plan, the project can obtain 2 credits in CEl and CE2.
44

45

The water from the roof and garden is flowing away to this street stream. The rain pipes and street stream are integrated in the surrounding
.

The picture is an example of a wadi in Ruwenbosch. The wadi is a low place, sort ofvalley, in the grass. In the surface ofthe wadi the minwater can be

stored. The in tiltration takes place through the sandy ground. When the wadi is full, water can be transporled to surface water nearby.
46

The "Ciimate Dike" is a much wider (and sometimes higher) dike than the existing dike. It is not only a firrn dike but also can be used for development in

along the Yangtze River.
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Separation of rain water and wastewater: Zuoling can be the full separation of the clean rainwater and
dirty wastewater (sewage) at the source. This separation ensures that rainwater is in direct connection, via
green roofs, open surfaces to groundwater and surface water system in the area. This master plan is
associated withCE3.
Statement: By proposing the feasible plan the realize this, the project can obtain 3 credits.
Heat lsland (CE4): Large green areas will be reserved . The city parks and eco wetland should be
considered in combination with the master plan of the city, the green area has positive influence on the
relieving "urban heat island" problem. The design of residential apartment also incorporates breezeways
that allow the passage of a cooling breeze between buildings. They are positioned so that the cooler air
above lakes naturally cools the city.
Statement: The objective of the project is to get at least 2credits in this issue by realizing the design as
mentioned above.
Energy Efficiency (CE5): For cooling, deepening the water system instead of using air-conditioning for
summer cooling; for the heating ofthe homes (approximately 3 months a year in Wuhan region) a district
heating system that is connected to the industrial area.
Statement: To obtain 2 credits, the designers should calculate the residual energy demand for the site and
maximize the amount of the residual demand which can be met efficiently be Low or Zero Carbon
technologies and
Onsite Renewable (CE6): Not mentioned inthemaster plan.
Statement: In order to obtain 2 credits in the evaluation, this project should install Low or Zero Carbon
energy technologies to provide a net contri bution of at least 15% of the total building energy demand.
Future Renewable (CE7): Not mentioned in the master plan.
Statement: In order to obtain 2 credits in the evaluation, 60% of buildings not already connected to active
solar devices will be designed to allow future installation by the occupier.

7.3.2 Community
Jnclusive Design (COMJ): Not mention in the master plan
Figure 7.3.2 lnc/usive Design

Statement: In order to obtain at least 2 credits, the stakeholder should provide a strategy plan and
certi:fication which can explain: The project is usabie and appealing to everyone regardless of age, ability
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or circumstance.

Consultalion (COM2): Not mentioned in the master plan.
Statement: In order to obtain at least 2 credits, the stakeholders should collect information and suggestions
from the local residents and potential customers and try to involve the final users into the design progress.
Development User Guide (COM3): Not mentioned in the master plan
Statement: To obtain at least 1 credit, the Zuoling stakeholders should demonstrate that a non-technica)
information pack is developed for each dwelling that contains information on at least energy efficiency
and water conservation.
Managementand operation (COM4): Not mentioned in the master plan.
Statement: An efficient community management system should he organized to promate the sustainable
life style and operate the public facilities. To get 1 credit, the developers should eosure that all community
scale facilities will he developed and managed during the construction phases with procedures in place to
allow handover at the end of this time.
7 .3.3 Place Shaping

Sequentia/ Approach (PSJ): Within the planning scope, most area is farmland and a few lands have been
developed into village construction land and industrial land. At present the developed construction land
area is 470 hectares, accounting for 19.19% of the total planning area, water area is 454 hectare and the
rest is farmland.
Statement: In order to keep the sustainability, the water area will he completely reserved; the present
developed construction (in graph 8.1) will he demolisbed and re built. And the rest of the land ( farmland or
derelict urban land) will he identified and documented accordingly. By reaching to this objective, this
issue can get 2 credits.
Land Reuse (PS2): Not mentioned in the master plan.
Evaluate the land of Zuoling region. Based on the degree of contamination, classify the land. Por the
severe contaminated land (which used to he the Heavy metal chemica} industry factory), it is necessary to
take effective measures to clean the land and avoid plantingor living there. Por the well preserved land,
the removed soil (for construction) should he rationally reused inside Zuoling region, by which, the project
can reduce the dependenee of outer resources. 100% ofthe development site built on previously developed
land will he brought into use. So the project in this issue will obtain 3 credits.
Pigure 7.3.3a Existing land ofZuoling
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Building Reuse (PS3): All the existing buildings will he demolisbed for the new urban plan, so the project
will get no credit for this issue.
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Statement: Although the existing buildings have to he demolished, the remains of the construction
materials can he reused as the building foundation or subgrade. In addition, it is feasible to rebui ld some of
the existing buildings. The old buildings can reeall the people of past time and save the construction cost.
Figure 7.3.3b Rebuild thefactory

Landscaping (PS4): A good design concept is to integrate the water network and green network, use the
existing terrain and landscape characteristics as the main basis of choosing construction land location.
Statement: Currently, themaster plan drawn by landscape architect is aesthetical. For next step, the project
needs the documentary from a qualified ecologist to illustrate the design fully consiclering of reserving the
original appearance and characteristics of the natura) environment. Then the issue can get 3 credits.
(Design illustration see Appendix 7. 3.3a).
Design and Access (PS5):
Table 7.3.3 The spatial structure ofbuildings:

The architecture and public space are in harmony, every
subarea bas an own style. It is recognizable, sightlines to
Area
2380
"specials", for example striking landmarks, special art,
Residential area
365
and beautiful greenery etcetera make it easy to orientate
53
High deasity
Middle density
292
tbrough the city. A clear hierarchy also contributes to
Low density
18
orientate tbrough the city: traffic, density and public
lndustry area:
550
space operate on city, district, neighborhood and block
450
lndustry
level. For the neighborhood, they make ensembles with
R&D
100
Green
474
volume and public spaces; create several identities in
Water
403
architecture with for example differentiation in materials
590
or in facades. Public spaces have different sizes, different
designs, and different functions. As shown in the table 8.33, it is the layout of all the constructions in
hectare.
Statement: lnside the Middle density area, the designers need to propose specific plan for the target group.
For 25,000 people will he local residents and more than half ofthe new workers willlive in this area, soit
is significant to design the neighborhood for this kind of people. For further work, the designers need to
emphasize the context and the target, then the project is able to obtain 3 credits.
Design features: (Design illustration see Appendix 7.3.3b)
Layout in numbers(hectare)
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Open space(PS6): The design of green space in Zuoling can ensure that the high quality public green area

is easily accessible for the community.
Statement: By realizing the entire design concept in the final project, the Zuoling program can obtain 3
credits.
Figure7.3.3d Pub/ie Green and Open space

For the layout ofthe green structure, is referred to Appendix 7.3.3c
Inclusive Communities: Not mentioned in the master plan
Statement: The stakeholders should fully consider ofthe local demograpbics and affordable housing. From
this project, 25.000 local people have to stay inside Zuoling, while more than 70.000 new residents will
move in. however, owing to the financial issue, now it is difficult to keep the quality of all the social
housing and in-depth study the demograpbic composition, so for this aspect the project can obtain only I
credit. (This aspect is related to PS7 and PSS).
Form ofthe community environment: Not mentioned inthemaster plan
Statement: The designers didn't provide detailed plan for this aspect. But the developers have the ambition
to establish a secured living environment for the residents. Besides, the designers will also give plenty of
consideration to the local culture, which means the active frontages(small shops on the ground floor) will
satisfy the people's daily requirements. However, once the business is thriving, the living environment will
be affected adversely. Consirlering of the two sides, for this aspect the project can obtain 2 credits.(This
aspect is related to PS9, PSIO, and PSU)

7.3.4 Ecology and Biodiversity
Ecological survey (ECOJ): Not mentioned inthemaster plan
Figure7.3.4a Current environment situation

Statement: The original wetland of Zuoling area is wasteland and there have no valuable species been
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found in this district until now. As a consequence, no official ecology investigation report has been drawn
up for Zuoling. In this project, in order to obtain at least 2 credits. The stakeholders should invite relative
authorities to investigate and evaluate the local ecological situation.

Biodiversity Action plan (EC02): To eosure rich biodiversity within Zuoling area, the Eco Corridors47
fauna passages will be made where green and water corridors cross the main infrastructure (railways and
highways) in the area.
Figure7.3.5 Eco Corridors

Statement: In this project, except for protecting the biodiversity, the stakeholders also have the ambition to
introduce the fishing and economie plants for the ecological economy. But they do oot propose any master
plan to handle the problems as specifies invasion. Consirlering this situation, the project cao get 2 credits
by providing an efficient action plan.

Nativejloral(EC03): Not mentioned inthemaster plan
Statement: The wetland plants should be maximally preserved, however, the omamental plant for the
landscape of the community will be introduced from an outside source, which eau se great threat to native
trees and shrubs. For this issue, this project cao obtain only 1 credit.
7.3.5 Transport and Movement
The new city will get a modem transport system. All residents will have the freedom to choose for the best
solution oftheir transport that fits intheir daily activities.
1. Walking/cycling (oot detailed in the map)
2. Pubtic transport (train, metro and bus)
3. Private car and motor
This diversity and free choice cao bring a good balance between urban economy and ecology.

Puhlic Traffic Network: In the pubtic traffic planning, the designers propose the concept of
"Zero-transfer". The railway, inter-city railway and metro to be established conneet Zuoling and outside
area. As for internat traffic, the pubtic traffic system also covers the whole area. Furthermore, the
designers also plan a light rail (or tramway) as supplementary for internat traffic. Regarding station site
choosing, they combine metro station and railway station with three centers of Zuoling. These master
plans are associated with TRAland TRA2. (Design illustration see appendix 7.3.5a).
Statement: The master plan fully consider of the situation of local transportation. Along with the design,
47

The Eco Corridor ca be used for biodiversity conservation, pollutants filtering, soil erosion prevention, wind prevention and sand fixation, floods control

and other ecological services.
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the project is able to obtain 3 credits by providing all the design details and site measurement.
Facilities: Not mentioned in the master plan.
Statement: The design and maintenance of public station bas always been ignored in Chinese cities.
Especially the facilities for bicycles, until present, there is no unified standard for the design of bicycle
facilities. In this project, owing to the spread of cycling roads, the bicycle facilities are necessary. In order
to obtain at least 1 credit in the issues, the safe, well lit and openly visible shelter for bus, tram or train is
provided; and suitable measures have been taken to eosure the security of bicycle facilities at transport
nodes. These master plans are associated withTRA3 and TRA6
Figure 7.3.5 a Bus station
Figure 7.3.5 b Bicyclefacilities

Local Amenities (TRA4): The arrangement of all the public amenities bas reached to the standard of
"Bespoke BREEAM Community for Wuhan".
Statement: By realizing all the design concept in the Zuoling project, this issue can get 3 credits.
(Design illustration see Appendix 7.3.5b)
Network (TRA5): The bicycle networks consists of ordinary bicycle network (going to work, going to
school, going to shopping, etc.) and recreational bicycle network (for short distance trips, fitness, etc.) The
ordinary bicycle network nearly covers all the motor-vehicles roads, and bicycle lanes are planned at the
two sides of the motor-vehicle roads with green belt as separation to create safe and convenient travel by
bicycle.
Statement: For highly integrating spaces and functions, themaster plan can will obtain 3 credits.
(Design illustration see Appendix 7.3.5c)
Car Club (TRA7): Not mentioned inthemaster plan.
Statement: In china, there are many private car clubs, however, this organization is never a part of the
community. In this project, it is feasible to integrate the association of car club to the residents'
committee. Then this issue can obtain 1 credit.
Flexible Parking (TRA8): Not mentioned in the master plan.
Statement: This issue is always ignored during the community design in the past. In this project, however,
in order to improve the flexibility of the public parking space, at least 5% of the car parks should be
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designated for flexible use or possible future demand. By realizing this object, this issue will get I credit.

Local Parking (TR9): The designers try to create parking facilities under buildings or squares. Therefore
the public space is green and open.
Figure 7 .3.5c Parking design in Zuling

Statement: The car parking standards will reach to the Local Authority maximum standards as referenced
in the Local Plan. So this issue will obtain 3 credits.

Home Zones (TRAJO): With a good transport system, it is possible to create also car free areas. The green
lung can reach to the apartments. It is easy to enter the park and provides a quiet, peaceful and green
neighborhood. Children can play easily and safe in these areas.
Figure 7.3.5d Home Zones in the community

Statement: The strategy of design the home zones for the community is good for the project. However, it
is infeasible to design the whole community into home zones. Some certain place of the high density
residential areas and middle density area will be used as multi-function area (covered by public facilities
or amenities). By realizing this situation, 2 credit is rational for the Zuoling project.
Transport Assessment (TRAll): The designers reduce the influence of cargo transport on city to the
minimum by separating cargo and passengers. The vehicles passing through the area can leave along the
outer roads and highways, which will not have influence on the city. The entrances and exits of cargo
transport in the city (the city logistics and the cargo transport in the northern industrial area) are mainly at
the main roads, which will not have influence on the internal traffic especially on the residential area as
much as possible. In the core area ofthe northern industrial area, they also plan one logistics ring-route for
the fast transportation of cargo. What's more, the cargo railway surrounding the industrial area also brings
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convenience to cargo transport. (Design illustration see appendix 7.3.5d)
Statement: The designers fully consider of mitigating the impacts on the community, along with more
design details, the master plan will receive 3 credits.
7.3.6 Resources

Materials: According to the master plan, a large proportion of the building materials that are needed to
construct the pubtic spaces and infrastructure can have a low environmental impact. For example, river
clay (river sediments) for bricks, sand from Yang-tze and takesfora solid basis for construction works and
reclaimed or recycled materials for road construction.
Statement: This master plan is associated with RESt, RES2 and RES3. Integrating the stakeholders'
ambition and actual situation, it is feasible to satisfy the requirements that more than 80% of the material
used on site is low environmental impacted; more than 40% of the materials used on site are locally
sourced; and more than 30% of road construction materials are locally reclaimed or recycled materiaL By
reaching at these standards, the project can obtain 3 credits for RES I and RES2, and RES3.
Composting (RES4): Not mentioned in the master plan
Statement: For the dornestic buildings, combining with the concept of "metropolitan agriculture", set
composting facilities located on the border of neighborhood and planting area, ensure organic waste from
the residential buildings can he efficiently disposed and utilized in the agricultural field; for non-domestic
buildings, the external green space should he provided with individual composting facilities in a dedicated
space. In this project, the objective is to obtain 1 credit to experimentally introduce the composting
system.
Water-saving proposal: A) Introduce energy saving options in dornestic water consumption, such as water
saving toilet flushing and water saving showerheads. B) Saving water should he to separate dornestic
wastewater from rain water by a separate sewage system. The rain water can infiltrated in the subsoit to
recharge groundwater or it can he discharged to surface water (e.g. the nearby takes) without treatment.
This saves a lot in the design capacity of the wwtp48 • Furthermore, it is recommended to store rain water
on community level for reuse purposes such as irrigation of parks, in local agriculture or green houses, for
cleaning roads, fire fighting etc.
Statement: By designing and realizing these measures, the project can obtain 3 credits in the issue RES5.
Groundwater (RES6): Apply sludge digestion to decrease the quantity of wwtp sludge produced and to
produce energy from biogas; apply recovery of phosphate and nitrogen from wastewater to reuse it as
fertilizer.
Statement: Eutrophication is one of the most severe problems of water treatment in Wuhan. Once the
efficient measures control the discharge of phosphate, nitrogen and heavy metal ion, the water
environment will he eriormously improved. But at this stage, it is not cost effective to establish complete
groundwater abstraction facilities, so the objective ofthe project is to obtain 1 credit in this issue to ensure
no adversely affection to local groundwater.
(Design illustrationfor "Water-saving proposal" and "Groundwater" see Appendix 7.3.6)
7 .3. 7 Business and Economy

Business priority (BUSJ): According to Wuhan Distant Suburban lndustrial Space Development Planning
48

WWTP: Waste water treatment plant
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(2009-2020), seven distant suburban areas are designed as seven industrial complexes and will he built as
seven industrial new towns. As one of the seven new industrial towns, Zuoling project will mainly develop
fine chemica] industry, biologica] pharmacy, new energy, and environment-friendly and energy-saving
equipment, new generation mobile communication.
Statement: Zuoling project is part of Wuhan's municipal planning. The teading policy enables the project
to develop the industries with the support from government. In this situation, the project will receive 3
credits in this issue.
Figure 7.3.7a: Optoelectronic industry

Labors: Not mentioned in the master plan
Statement: 25.000 local residents will stayin the Zuoling community after the development ofthe project.
A good strategy is to hire part of the people as construction workers for the Zuoling project, which can
save cost than hiring the migrant workers. The municipality should corporate with the enterprises to set up
the special funds to train the local people, and ensure at least 50% ofthe original residents working locally.
To realize this object, the project will receive 3 credits in BUS2 and BUS3.
New business (BUS4): Except for the introduced teading business as described above, Zuoling project
will make a series of industrial developments about lakes, which bas laid certain industrial foundation for
the development of waterfront industry in the planning (e.g. aquaculture ). In addition, less than 20
kilometers from the planning area, there are rich tourism resources as Wuhan East lake Scenic Area,
Mosban Scenic Area, Jiufengshan Forest Park,Longquan Scenic Area and Hubei Honglianhu Country Golf
Club etc. So ecological tourism will also become a new business in the project.
Statement: In the master plan, it is not mentioned how the developers will deal with the existing business.
To obtain at least 2 credits, an assessment report of the existing businesses and surrounding economy
should he carried out. Some of the local residents operate small private business; the anchor tenant should
not damage these people's interest. 50% of the local residents should he hired by the anchor tenant and the
rest of the people are able to manage the local business as aquaculture, ecological tourism and
metropolitan agriculture.
Figure3.7.3b Ecological agriculture
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fnvestment (BUS5): Not mentioned inthemaster plan.
Statement: As a part of the municipality's strategy, the industry orientation is clear. The related enterprises
(e.g. Foxconn) are signing up to occupy the new non-domestic units within the proposed development.
And specific business types will match up with the identified demand of the teading industry (e.g.
chemica) industry, biological pharmacy, new energy, environment-friendly and energy-saving equipment,
new generation mobile communication). By realizing this objective, the project can obtain 3 credits in this
issue.
7.3.8 Buildings
Dornestic (BLD 1): The dornestic buildings are distributed in low density area, middle density area, and
high density area. Currently, the strategy of the developers is to obtain at least 1 credit in the project.
Non-Domestic (BLD2): The Non-Domestic buildings are distributed in industry park and Research &
Development center. Similarly, the strategy of the developers is to obtain at least 1 credit in the project in
this issue. For designing details referring to Appendix7.3.8.

7.4 Evaluation
7.4.1 Transform the CSFs of Zuoling project into BREEAM Communities bench marks
As analyzed in 5.6 of chapter 5, there are certain critica) successful factors for Zuoling project. And each
of the critical successful factors is corresponding to some issues in the BREEAM Communities. (Shown in
Table 7.4.1)
To quantitatively define the critica) successful factors for Zuoling project, the positive factor is 3 credits,
the neutral factor is 2 credits, and the negative factor means this project should obtain at least 1 credit in
this issue to ensure the sustainability of this project. And the definition of each factor can he checked in the
Figure 5.6
As shown in the Table 7.4.1, each ofthe eight categodes ofBREEAM Communities corresponds to certain
critica) successful factors of Zuoling project; a critica) successful factor corresponds to certain issues of
Bespoke BREEAM Communities for Wuhan. In this way, the critica) successful factors can he translated
into the benchmarks of Bespoke BREEAM Communities.
Table 7.4.1 The corre/ation between Bespoke BREEAM Communities categories, CSFs for Zuoling, and
Bespoke BREEAM Communities.
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7.4.2 Calculating the scores
The calculation of "Credits expected" is based on the evaluation of the critica} successful factors, and the
calculation of"Credits achieved" is basedon the evaluation ofthe master plan as described above in 7.3 of
chapter 7.
The calculation formulas are as following:
% Score Expected (Regional) =Credits Expected (Regional)/Credits Available (Regional)
% Score Achieved (Regional) =Credits Achieved (Regional)/Credits Available (Regional)
Expected Final score=L{% Score Expected (Regional)xcorresponding Regional Weighting)
Achieved Final score=L{% Score Achieved (Regional)xcorresponding Regional Weighting)
Table 7 .4.2 BREEAM Communities score and rating calculation (Based on Appendix 7. 4)
Regiona1

Credits

Credits

Credits

%

Weighting

Avai1ab1e

Expected

Achieved

Expected

Achieved

(Regional)

(Regiona1)

(Regiona1)

(Regiona1)

(Regiona1)

Score

%

Climate and energy

0.0804

23.4

19

16.4

0.8120

0.7009

Community

0.1663

10.5

5.3

5.3

0.5048

0.5048

Score
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Place shaping

0.0973

28.8

24.6

20

0.8542

0.6944

Ecology

0.0541

8.4

4.6

4.6

0.5476

0.5476

Transportation

0.2063

29.1

22.4

19.7

0.7698

0.6770

Resources

0.2295

16.2

14.4

12.6

0.8889

0.7778

Economy

0.0453

13.2

11.5

12.4

0.8712

0.9394

Buildings

0.1209

5.4

3.6

1.8

0.6667

0.3333

Final score

74.48%

63.85%

By descrihing the credits in graph as following, it is clear to see how good the plan is in a certain category.
Graph 7.4.2 Comparison between CSFs plan andrealmaster plan
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According to the BREEAM Communities rating benchmarks, this Zuoling project can get 63.85%, and it
is supposed to be rewarded as "Very Good".
By camparing the Expected credits basedon CSFs of Zuoling and Achieved credits based on master plan
of Zuoling, it can be concluded that, the tendency of the two evaluations are almast the same, except for
the categories of "Place shaping" and "Buildings". From the critical successful factors analysis of
"Buildings", the ideal situation for Zuoling project is to obtain 2 credits in this category, which means all
the dornestic buildings and non-domestic buildings should obtain at least 2 credits in this category.
Nevertheless, if all the buildings are aimed at the "Good" level49 , the fmancial budget will become a huge
threat for the investors. Consiclering of the real situation of Zuoling area, it is more feasible for the
designers to focus on the "Minimum" level, which means all the buildings in Zuoling area should obtain at
least 1 credit.
7.5 Conciosion
The first part aftbis chapter introduces and evaluates themaster plan of Zuoling project in the structure of
Bespoke BREEAM Communities. [n addition, this chapter is application and extension of chapter 5 and

•

9

In BREEAM Communities, I credit is the Minimum for the mandatory issue, "Good" is to obtain 2 credits, "Best" is to obtain 3 credits.
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chapter 6. Based on the methodology of AHP and weighting evaluation from 45 professional interviewees,
a completed multi-leveled Bespoke BREEAM Communities evaluation system has been established. In
genera!, the critica) successful factors can only qualitatively describe the characteristics of a certain project.
Nevertheless, by defming the property of each CSF, all the CSFs have been transformed into
corresponding credits of BREEAM Communities. From the Graph 7.4.2, the stakeholders can teil what a
level they want to reach from a certain category. To summary, the analysis of critica! successful factors can
give effective guidance to the sustainable community development when the project is intended to obtain a
BREEAM certification.
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Chapter 8.

Feasibility analysis

Real estate project feasibility study is to conduct analysis comprehensively and systematically for the
development. By using the scientific teehoical evaluation method, the researchers will draw a series of
evaluation index value, and finally confirm the feasibility of the project.

8.1 Standar d Chinese real estate feasibility analysis
A standard Chinese real estate development feasibility study process is as following:
1 General in formation of the total project
2 Project Overview
3 Investment Environment research
4 Market Research
5 Items geographical environment and competitive development projects in surrounding areas
6 Planning and construction conditions
7 Construction methods and schedule
8 Investment and financing estimates
9 Forecast and choose of basic data.
10 Project economie evaluation
11 Uncertainty analysis
12 Feasibility study conclusion
(Shi, 2007)

8.2 The feasibility of applying BREEAM Communities in Wuhan
Because "BREEAM Communities" is a sustainable development community evaluation system, rather
than an actual investment project, so the feasibility analysis process of "BREEAM Communities" should
be different from the normal program. The former involves less analysis of financing. In this article, for
the feasibility of Zuoling project, the author proposes an experimental approach, which combines with the
involved key elements of urban planning, BREEAM Communities framework of the system, as well as
Wuhan local policies and regulations. By integrating all the issues, the evaluation of the sustainability of
Zuoling area will he realized.
To explain the feasibility of applying this evaluation to Zuoling project, the feasibility analysis will be
carried out as the steps of "Technical feasibility", "Operation feasibility", "Legal feasibility", "Scheduling
feasibility", and "Economie feasibility". (Li, 2004)
• Teehoical feasibility
BREEAM Communities referred to 8 categoTies as "Climate and Energy", "Community", "Place shaping",
"Ecology and Biodiversity", "Transport and Movement", "Resources", "Business and Economy", and
"Buildings". As explained in chapter6, there are 45 professional interviewees from 8 different working
domains. If the developers of Zuoling project determine to register for the BREEAM Communities
scheme, these interviewees' working institution or the other similar professional institution can provide all
the needed certification.
In addition, the "BREEAM International Assessor Training Course" will be firstly introduced to Shanghai,
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China50 , which appears that soon China will have the dornestic BREEAM assessors.
All these tendency enable "BREEAM Communities" teehoical feasible for this project.
• Operation feasibility
The "Bespoke BREEAM Communities for Wuhan" is based on the BREEAM Communities. And the
Zuoling project to be evaluated is designed by Grootmij Company. As Grootmij and BRE companies have
long-term friendly cooperation, the Grootmij Company has many experienced BREEAM assessors. For
Zuoling project, Grootmij will assign more experts in Wuhan, and cooperate with local experts and
academies to improve the design of "Bespoke BREEAM Communities for Wuhan". Furthermore, the
evaluation program will be submitted to BRE UK headquarters and Zuoling project is likely to become
China's first project declared as certified "BREEAM Communities". For this reason, the project will grab
UK BRE's attention and generate technica} support.
In China, the establishment of a community will affect hundreds of thousands of lives, so "Bespoke
BREEAM Communities" will focus on the voice of the local people. By questionnaires with the network
approach and field interviews, comprehensive information will be collected.
• Legal feasibility
The BREEAM assessment will be carried out on a five-storey shopping mali in the Wuhan Tiandi
development, and this is the first BREEAM project commences in China.
Figure 8.2a Wuhan Tiandi development
Figure 8.2b Wuhan New Energy Center

At the same time, the "Wuhan New Energy Centre" designed by Grootmij and Soeters Van Eldonk also
won the "outstanding" in BREEAM label. So it is oot difficult to conclude that, BREEAM bas been
gradually accepted by Chinese market Especially in Wuhan, the BREEAM system has gained recognition
from the leadership of Wuhan municipality.
Inevitably, eertaio provisions of BREEAM Communities mismatch the codes of local regulations. But the
emergence of "Bespoke BREEAM Communities" effectively solves this problem. The design for local
conditions in Wuhan takes full account of the standard system of local regulations. Meanwhile, Bespoke
BREEAM Communities integrates with the Chinese Green Building Label System, which will greatly
eosure the authority and adaptability of BREEAM Communities in Chinese market.
• Scheduling feasibility
The assessor will participate in the whole process ofthe development of Zuoling, he/she will collect all the
required materials and data for the BREEAM certification without guiding or effecting the development of
the project. In a word, the evaluation process is paralleled to project development process, which means
BREEAM evaluation will be scheduling feasibility for the project.
• Economie feasibility

30

www.breeam.org
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Certification fees:
According to the certification fees of BREEAM Communities, the cost for Bespoke BREEAM
Communities needs to be negotiated by contacting BRE Global. And the details for the fees is in the
appendix 9.2.
Assuming the Zuoling project will be developed in five phase, according to the calculation principle, the
lowest cost for Zuoling project certification fees is: I Master plan and 5 Phases= Total f-12500 or (Interim
2500f.+5 Final X f-2000). But this BREEAM Communities certification for Zuoling project is Bespoke,
which means the BRE company need more human resources to audit the application materials. As a
consequence, the ultimate fees for the certification will be higher than f. 12,500.
Hire experts:
In order to pass the BREEAM Communities certification, the assessors have to collect sufficient materials
Late return can be obtained:
For the pre-project analysis and supervision throughout the whole construction project, unnecessary waste
can be avoided. The repeating construction or renovation costs will be saved.
To conclude, comparing with the tremendous amount of total investment, the expenditure on the
certification and research fees is low for the ambitious developers. So the economy is also feasible for this
project.

8.3 Conciosion
With the analysis as above, it can be concluded that introducing BREEAM Communities to Zuoling
project will be a feasible and beneficial. "Sustainable" is an abstract idea, but "BREEAM Communities"
can provide a way to describe the sustainability of a certain project in a quantitative way, which makes the
design concept and master plan more convincible.
With the participation of "BREEAM Communities" assessor, the developer can monitor the whole
procedure of the project development, by which the performance could be modified over time to
accommodate changing marketing requirements.
Currently, "BREEAM" evaluation system bas opened the market in China, and gradually effect the design
concept of the dornestic developers. So set Zuoling project as the pilot "BREEAM Communities" project,
will not only make this program more creative and feasible for sustainability, but also provide valuable
Chinese market information for BRE company which will help to promote the "BREEAM Communities"
scheme in China.
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Chapter 9.Conclusion
"BREEAM Communities" bas been used to evaluate several projects in UK, Sweden and some other
countries ever since its establishment in 2009. However, it bas not entered the Chinese real estate market
yet. It is this thesis's aim to localize and apply "BREEAM Communities" in Zuoling eco city project in
Wuhan.
There are two main clues in this thesis. The first clue starts with analyzing the strategy and critica]
successful factors on three levels as nationallevel(China), urban level(Wuhan), and area level(Zuoling), by
which the people can clearly realize that only when integrate and balance the three issues of
"environment", "society", and "economy", could the Chinese urban he sustainable developing. The author
discuss about China's national strategy on developing sustainable design and then focuses on the critica]
successful factors for sustainability in Wuhan and Zuoling area, which includes "Climate and Energy",
"Community", "Place shaping", "Ecology and Biodiversity", "Transport and Movement", "Resources",
"Business and Economy", and "Buildings". For each category, possible influential aspects in social,
cultural, politica] fields are investigated in their possibility to impact sustainable design. In the end, these
aspects are identified as either a threat or beneficia] factor in the Zuoling project and evaluated by
"BREEAM Communities" system. The result later will he compared with the evaluated actual Zuoling
master plan in a qualitative way.
The second clue starts with in-depth study of "BREEAM Communities" system from BRE Company.
Every issue in "BREEAM Communities" bas been examined and adjusted to adapt to Wuhan's actual
situation and local regulation. The newly established "Bespoke BREEAM Communities" will provide a
basic standard for sustainable designing in Wuhan. The author invites 5 Chinese ecological experts to
evaluate the weighting of 8 categories and 40 professional people to evaluate the weighting of the
corresponding 51 issues under the 8 categones for setting up the hierarchy analysis system. With this
system, the sustainability of Zuoling project can he evaluated in a quantitative way. By calculating,
Zuoling "Bespoke BREEAM Communities" credits based on CSFs gets 74.48 scores, and Zuoling
"Bespoke BREEAM Communities" creditsbasedon Grontmij company's master plan gets 63.85 scores,
defined as "Very Good" in the BREEAM bench marks. By comparing with the CSFs results the designer
can adjust the master plan to make it more suitable for the local characters. Furthermore, a clear vision and
improvement proposal can he provided for the project developers.
To combine these two clues together is by introducing a new real estate development mode. The author
first retrospect eastern and western cities urban design history and renovation, then points out "respect the
environment and return to the nature" as the new sustainable community designing principle. Following
this principle, the author analyses traditional community development mode and industrial park
development mode, and proposes the new sustainable community development mode - applying
"environment evaluation system" through the whole development process and guide projects in every
phase, from which, the "BREEAM Communities" can he integrated in the real estate development
process.
Through this project research, the feasibility of applying "BREEAM Communities" in Chinese real estate
market bas been proved. Meanwhile, by integrating local regulation and actual situation into the original
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"BREEAM Communities" system, "BREEAM Communities" will he not only suitable for Zuoling
project but also applicable for projectsin the other areas ofWuhan.
Nevertheless, there are some unsatisfying aspects in this research. Firstly, the number of data sample is
insufficient. For designing such a complicated evaluation system as "Bespoke BREEAM Communities",
which includes 8 categories and 51 corresponding issues, only 45 people are invited to judge the weighting
of the criteria. Because the number of interviewers is too limited, the hypothesis test has been skipped,
which means the bias caused by subjective opinions is unavoidable. In the meantime, the analysis about
critical successful factors is based on the author's personal judgment from the collected information,
which is lacking subjectivity.
To integrate, this thesis is a combination of theory research and case study. The author uses the
methodology of AHP to transform the "BREEAM Communities" evaluation system for the Chinese real
estate market, and set a feasible bench marks for the Zuoling program with the analysis of CSFs. By
following the research metbod as mentioned in this thesis, Zuoling program can become the pilot project
as "Sustainable community" in China.
For the further research, the number of interviewers and the corresponding backgrounds should he more
various. More hypothesis test is required to examine the accuracy ofthe statistics and the evaluation model.
At the same time, local people's opinion should gain more attention in order to fully reflect on local
market's needs. To emphasize, if the developers of Zuoling project determine to apply for the "BREEAM
Communities" certification, they have to collect more materials from the local authority and make an
agreement with the BRE Company about the evaluation bench marks.
In China's urbanization process there . will he more sustainable communities appearing. Thus, more

effective data on sustainable construction issue will he collected to perfect the localization of "BREEAM
Communities" in China, which is beneficial for both the Chinese real estate market and related evaluation
institution.
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